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This work deals with development of a conceptual process system for enhanced sorption
biomass (BM) gasification. Aspen Plus® process simulation tool was used to develop an
adjustable process model for production of either hydrogen or biomethane. This was
achieved by integration of calcium looping process with gasification process into a single
system for in-situ CO2 removal. The process is based on steam blown dual fluidised bed
reactor, operating at low pressures and low-medium temperatures. By control of process’
operating parameters the produced syngas was optimised for maximum H2 content or for
stoichiometric H2/CO2 ratio for downstream Sabatier methanation process. Simulations were
performed and a parametric study was conducted to assess the system’s performance. H2
production yielded syngas with up to 96,8 mol. % H2 content and overall process efficiency
of 67,3 %LHV. Biomethane production achieved up to 95,3 mol. % CH4 content with 79,0
%LHV process efficiency. 0,112 kg H2/kg BM and 0,23 kg CH4/kg BM product yields were
recorded for hydrogen and biomethane production, respectively. The proposed process
designs were found to be on par or superior to experimental and pilot plant results available
from the literature. Moreover, a few extra percent points in efficiency increase were found
to be possible during the sensitivity analysis. The proposed sorption enhanced concept for
biomass gasification provides gaseous fuels with low-sulphur content and negative carbon
footprint. The main advantage of the proposed system, compared to alternative process
designs, is ability to operate in two modes for different product gases.
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Ključne besede:
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obnovljivi viri energije
vodik
biometan
biomasa
Aspen Plus®

To delo obravnava razvoj konceptnega procesnega sistema za izboljšano sorpcijsko
uplinjanje biomase. S simulacijskim orodjem Aspen Plus® je bil razvit prilagodljiv model
procesa uplinjanja za proizvodnjo vodika in biometana. To je bilo doseženo z integracijo
procesa kalcijeve zanke in procesa uplinjanja v enotnen sistem za sprotni zajem CO2. Proces
je osnovan na dvojnem reaktorju s fluidiziranim slojem in se vrši pri nizih tlakih in nizkih
do srednjih temperaturah. S kontrolo procesnih parametrov je bila sestava sinteznega plina
optimizirana za maksimalni delež H2 ali za stohiometrično razmerje H2/CO2, potrebno za
Sabatierjev proces metanizacije. Zmogljivost obravnavanih procesov je bila ovrednotena na
osnovi simulacij in analize občutljivosti. Pri nastavitvi procesa za proizvodnjo vodika je bil
pridelan sintezni plin z 96,8 mol. % H2 in učinkovitostjo procesa 67,3 %LHV. Pri proizvodnji
biometana je bil pridelan sintezni plin z 95,3 mol. % CH4 in učinkovitostjo 79,0 %LHV. Iz
enega kilograma biomase je bilo pridobljenega 0,012 kg vodika oz. 0,23 kg biometana.
Zmogljivost predlaganih procesov se je izkazala za primerljivo ali višjo v primerjavi z
rezultati eksperimentalnih in pilotnih projektov iz literature. Prav tako je bilo med analizo
občutljivosti odkritih nekaj možnih izboljšav za povišanje učinkovitosti procesov.
Predlagani koncept za sorpcijsko izboljšano uplinjanje biomase omogoča pridelavo plinastih
goriv z nizko vsebnostjo žvepla in negativnim ogljičnim odtisom. Glavna prednost pred
alternativni procesi je zmožnost obratovanja v dveh načinih za proizvodnjo različnih plinov.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Climate changes due to greenhouse gas emissions, mainly carbon dioxide (CO2), brought us
to rethink not only the transport and power production technologies, but also the various
industrial processes [1]. Measurements show that CO2 emission are still rising and its
concentration in the Earth’s atmosphere had irreversibly surpassed 400 ppm in 2016, as
shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Global CO2 atmospheric concentration for the last 5 years. Red line indicates monthly
mean, black line accounts for seasonality [2].

Hydrogen (H2) use has been promoted and investigated in recent years as a clean energy
source, but this is only partially valid. Currently, around 48 % of the world’s H2 is produced
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from natural gas via process called steam-methane reforming (SMR) [3]. Further ~30 % is a
by-product of oil-refineries, ~18 % comes from coal, and the balance is electrolytic
hydrogen, as reported by IEA in 2015 [3]. This shows that use of H2 as fuel, while clean at
user’s end, is overall equally emitting vast amounts of CO2, and is in fact a non-renewable,
converted fossil fuel. Similarly, dependence on natural gas is still high in power, industrial
and transport sectors [4], and exceeded 3700 bcm (billion cubic meters) while forecasts show
an increase as much as 60 % by 2040 [5]. Use of fossil-derived natural gas could be partially
reduced by utilisation of renewable or substitute natural gas (RNG or SNG).
In order to meet the agreements set by the Paris Accord [6], new ways of renewable H2 and
RNG production must be developed and deployed. Carbon capture, utilisation and storage
(CCUS) technologies had been recognised as vital to achieve the CO2 emissions reduction
and limit the global temperature rise to 2 °C [7]. When applied to energy and process systems
utilising biomass fuels, the CCUS can maintain neutral or even negative carbon footprint.

1.2 Motivation
Almost 60 % of land in Slovenia is covered by forests, making it one of the most wooded
countries in Europe and on the entire Planet [8]. With abundance of woody biomass, it is an
obvious choice to consider as feedstock for production of renewable H2 and bio-CH4.
However, only subprime quality wood should be used for the purposes of energy sector. This
includes damaged and second grade trunks, branches, foresting residues, etc. Tree
components suitable for use in energy sector are shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Schematics of tree components [9].

Quantitatively, 350 million m3 of wood stock was available in Slovenia in 2016, with yearly
logging capacity set at 6,5 million m3 according to Slovenian foresting law and Slovenia
Forest Service. In the 2009 – 2013 period, the theoretical lower grade wood was estimated
to be 1.450.000 tdry/year, while only 32 % of this had actually reached the market [10]. This
indicates enormous headroom for utilisation of woody biomass for energy purposes, such as
production of biomethane and biohydrogen.

1.3 Aim and objectives
The aim of the thesis is to develop a conceptual design of biomass gasification plant,
combined with CCUS technologies for production of H2 and biomethane. The project will
develop two process models, one for H2 production and one for SNG production. The basis
of both models will be calcium looping gasification process. By maintaining the appropriate
conditions in the reactor, the composition of the syngas will be controlled, either to maximise
H2 share, or to optimise H2/CO2 ratio to the stochiometric value for methane (CH4) synthesis.
The latter will be performed in an additional downstream reactor, compared to H2
production. General aim is to develop an efficient biomass to gas process plant.
3
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The specific objectives of the thesis are to:
1. Perform literature review on calcium looping biomass gasification for production of
H2 and SNG.
2. Perform literature review on methanation processes and technology.
3. Identify cutting edge technologies for optimal efficiency for each process design.
4. Develop the conceptual process plant designs and process models in Aspen Plus®.
5. Evaluate the thermodynamic performance of proposed process designs.
6. Perform the sensitivity analysis.

4

2 Theoretical fundamentals and literature
review
2.1 Gasification
Gasification is a thermochemical conversion process. Its main intent is to transform a solid
or liquid fuel into a synthesis gas. During this process, the heat production is desired to be
minimised, with most calorific value of feedstock fuel being transferred onto the gas. Main
components of syngas (also called synthesis gas, producer gas) are H2 and CO. Depending
on the process parameters, various fractions of CO2, CH4 and other hydrocarbon gases may
be present. On the bottom end, tars and ashes are obtained [11]. Key precursor for
gasification, unlike combustion, is deficiency of oxygen (O2) in the reactor [12]. Figure 2.1
shows a concept of gasification process and its some of its application options.

Figure 2.1: Simplified gasification breakdown with some downstream application options [12].
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2.1.1 Gasification process reactions
During the gasification process the feedstock material undergoes a set of sub-processes and
chemical reactions. While these are relatively complex in terms of their kinetics and
thermodynamics, the most important were summarised by Wang and Stiegel [11]. In general,
they are separated into homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions, based on the material
phases present in the reactions. Heterogeneous are reactions between solids and gases, while
homogeneous are reactions between gases only.

Heterogeneous reactions:
𝟏
𝟐

𝑪(𝒔) + 𝑶𝟐 → 𝑪𝑶

𝜟𝑯°𝑹 = −𝟏𝟏𝟎. 𝟓 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

(2.1)

𝑪(𝒔) + 𝑪𝑶𝟐 ↔ 𝟐𝑪𝑶
𝜟𝑯°𝑹 = +𝟏𝟕𝟐. 𝟎 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥
(Gasification, Reverse Boudouard reaction)

(2.2)

𝑪(𝒔) + 𝟐𝑯𝟐 → 𝑪𝑯𝟒
𝜟𝑯°𝑹 = −𝟖𝟕. 𝟒 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥
(Hydrogasificaiton, Direct methanation)

(2.3)

𝟏

𝑪(𝒔) + 𝟐 𝑶𝟐 → 𝑪𝑶 + 𝑯𝟐
(Steam-Char Gasification)

𝜟𝑯°𝑹 = +𝟏𝟑𝟏. 𝟒 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

(2.4)

Homogeneous reactions:
𝟏

𝑪𝑶 + 𝟐 𝑶𝟐 → 𝑪𝑶𝟐

𝚫𝑯°𝑹 = −𝟐𝟖𝟑. 𝟏 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

𝑪𝑶 + 𝑯𝟐 𝑶(𝒈) ↔ 𝑪𝑶𝟐 + 𝑯𝟐
(Water-gas shift)
𝑪𝑶 + 𝟑𝑯𝟐 ↔ 𝑪𝑯𝟒 + 𝑯𝟐 𝑶
(Methanation)

𝚫𝑯°𝑹 = −𝟒𝟏. 𝟎 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

(2.6)

𝚫𝑯°𝑹 = −𝟐𝟎𝟓. 𝟕 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

(2.7)

𝑪𝑯𝒎 𝑶𝒏 𝑵𝒐 𝑺𝒑 𝑪𝒍𝒒 → 𝒂𝑪𝑶 + 𝒃𝑯𝟐 + 𝒄𝑪𝑯𝟒 + 𝒅𝑪𝟐 𝑯𝟐 + 𝒆𝑵𝟐 + 𝒇𝑯𝑪𝒍 + 𝒈𝑯𝟐 𝑺 +
𝒉𝑪𝑶𝑺
(Volatiles cracking)
𝟏
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(2.5)

(2.8)

𝑪𝑯𝟒 + 𝟐 𝑶𝟐 → 𝑪𝑶 + 𝟐𝑯𝟐
(Volatiles gasification via CH4)

𝚫𝑯°𝑹 = −𝟑𝟓. 𝟕 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

(2.9)

𝑪𝟐 𝑯𝟐 + 𝑶𝟐 → 𝟐𝑪𝑶 + 𝑯𝟐
(Volatiles gasification via C2H2)

𝚫𝑯°𝑹 = −𝟒𝟒𝟕. 𝟖𝟑 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

(2.10)
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𝟏
𝑯𝟐 + 𝑶𝟐 → 𝑯𝟐 𝑶
𝟐

𝚫𝑯°𝑹 = −𝟐𝟒𝟐. 𝟎 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

(2.11)

2.1.2 Pyrolysis and devolatilization
Pyrolysis, together with devolatilization, is one of the first two processes that take place
during gasification. As the feedstock material enters the reactor and gets heated up to
sufficiently high temperatures (>500 °C), it decomposes into char, ash, and volatile
components. This is called pyrolysis. Separation of volatile components, or devolatilization,
is the process where volatile components get driven out of the solid materials. These
components are mainly gaseous hydrocarbons and water (H2O). During the heat-up of
carbonaceous material, its temperature rises from that of the environment to the operating
temperature of the reactor. Below 100 °C mainly H2O, N2, and CH4 are released. As the
material heats up towards 500 °C, CO2 and CO release becomes more prominent. Heating
above 500 °C starts production of tars, causes particles hardening and char formation [13].
This process requires substantial amount of heat to be delivered or otherwise released in the
gasifier. Apart from exothermal reactions, mainly Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2), more heat can be
produced by supplying oxygen (O2) into the reactor, which causes partial combustion, or
with other catalytic and sorption reactions as described in Chapter 2.3. Furthermore, heat
can be delivered through gasification agents such as steam, or the reactor can have external
heat provisions applied [11]. Figure 2.2 depicts a simplified process of biomass particle
pyrolysis, together with tar and volatiles cracking.

Figure 2.2: Pyrolysis of biomass particle [14].
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2.1.3 Volatiles cracking
Volatile components consist mainly of long, naturally occurring hydrocarbons. However,
their presence in the syngas can cause major problems for operation of the process plant, as
they tend to form tars and deposit inside the equipment. To avoid these problems, higher
operating temperatures are favoured to allow for reaction of thermal cracking, described by
Eq. (2.8), to run forward. As can be seen from equation, volatile molecules often contain
Sulphur (S) and Chlorine (Cl) elements, which represent unwanted impurities in the syngas.
To further reduce the content of long hydrocarbons, catalysts are often added in form of
fluidised or fixed bed material [11, 12, 15].

2.1.4 Char gasification
Char is the solid carbon that is left after pyrolysis and devolatilization. The process of char
gasification, as described by Eqs. (2.2) and (2.4), yields the basic component targets of
gasification – CO and H2. Both reactions are endothermic, thus thermodynamic conditions
in the reactor must be maintained. Normally, partial combustion of carbon satisfies some
heat demands as only 28 % of heat is released from partial oxidation of carbon in Eq. (2.1),
compared to full oxidation [11, 14].

2.1.5 Water-gas shift
Water-gas shift (WGS) reaction takes place after the CO has already formed and is governed
by Eq. (2.6). The extent to which the CO is transformed into CO2 and H2 depends on the
presence of water steam in the reactor. Some water is always present in the feedstock
material, but depending on the process, we can add steam as a gasification agent. In this case,
there is usually an abundance of steam available to drive the reaction forward. Another
important parameter for this reaction is temperature. Reaction favours temperatures below
700 °C, and increasing it beyond this point will substantially slow down the reaction and
almost completely inhibit it above 1000 °C. Furthermore, the reaction will reverse at
temperatures above 1200 °C. This reaction is extremely important if the desired composition
of syngas is mainly H2 and CO2, which is favourable in many cases. Therefore, maintaining
adequate conditions in terms of temperature and steam presence must be assured [11, 14].
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2.1.6 Dual fluidised bed gasifiers
Gasification process can run in several types of reactors. However, only dual fluidised bed
(DFB) reactor type will be presented here, as this one is most suitable for integration with
calcium looping (CaL). Simplified schematics of DFB gasifier is shown in Figure 2.3.
Operation principle is based on two interconnected fluidised bed reactors. The first one –
gasifier – is where the gasification process and previously described reactions take place. As
residence time of particles can be relatively short, some of the unreacted carbon (char) is
carried over to the second reactor – combustor – together with bed material. There, additional
air or oxygen is supplied to achieve full combustion of fuel. Heat, released during the
process, is absorbed by sand bed material, which is then separated from flue gases and fed
back to the gasifier to satisfy process heat requirements [13, 16]. DFB reactors are usually
steam blown, which acts as a fluidising medium as well as gasifying agent. Bed materials
can vary depending on application and its catalytic specifications. Most commonly used are
olivine, calcite, dolomite and potassium carbonate [16].

Figure 2.3: Simplified scheme of interconnected DFB gasifier [16].

2.2 Calcium looping carbon capture
Carbon capture technologies have become more of an interest in the recent years due to
global warming. In principle, they all have the same target; to reduce the CO2 emissions
from energy and industrial processes. Technologies dealing with that are today known as
Carbon capture, utilisation and storage (CCUS) [17].
One of the promising options is calcium looping (CaL) carbon capture. The process is
attractive because it can be applied as pre- and post-combustion method, therefore making
9
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it appropriate for integration with gasification process [18, 19]. CaL process is based on
calcium oxide (CaO) sorbent. When added to the reactor, the sorbent will react with the CO2
to form calcium carbonate (CaCO3) as described by Eq. (2.12). Channelling flue gases
through the carbonator or adding sufficient amounts of sorbent to the gasifier can effectively
remove more than 90 % of CO2 [20–22]. The carbonation process is reversible and is widely
used in lime production and cement industry.
𝑪𝒂𝑶 + 𝑪𝑶𝟐 ↔ 𝑪𝒂𝑪𝑶𝟑

𝜟𝑯 = 𝟏𝟕𝟖 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

(2.12)

When CO2 is being captured and it reacts with CaO, the process is called carbonation. This
is only effective up to temperatures of 650 °C – 700 °C. Carbonation is highly exothermic,
thus the process must be controlled in order to not exceed the temperature limits. CaCO3
formed during carbonation is then separated from the gases with cyclone separators and fed
to the regeneration reactor. This is called calcination and reverses the process. Here, large
amounts of high-grade heat (> 900 °C) must be supplied. The process is depicted in Figure
2.4. During the process the CO2 is released from the sorbent, which is then again separated
using cyclone separators and fed back to the carbonator, thus completing the loop. Due to
deactivation of sorbent as it undergoes more and more cycles, part of it is continually purged
and replaced by fresh one. Moreover, sorbent poisoning, reactions with other components,
and tar deposits importantly contribute to permanent deactivation of sorbent [19].

Figure 2.4: Simplified CaL scheme. Adapted from [23].
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Heat provisions for calcination can impose major efficiency penalties on the powerproduction or industrial processes. Therefore, the source of heat is very important and so far,
various options were investigated. The most common and straight-forward is oxy-fuel
combustion, which produces only CO2 and H2O, and can be carried out indirectly in the
calciner [22, 24, 25]. Alternatively, in case of power plant application, SOFC produced heat
can be applied [26], or oxy-combustion of unconverted char that entered the calciner with
sorbent solids can be utilised [19].

2.3 Enhanced sorption gasification
Enhanced sorption gasification, or more commonly sorption enhanced gasification (SEG),
is an integrated process, consisting of gasification and another, pre-combustion carbon
capture process. The main benefit of such process is better control of syngas composition,
with H2 being a principal product component. This chapter will focus on SEG based on CaL
process. Integrating CaL with gasification was explored by many researchers and promising
results were obtained. A basic concept with dual fluidised bed reactor (DFB) was proposed
by Mahishi et al. [21]. This concept proved to be successful because fluidised bed reactors
are highly appropriate for both gasification and CaL. Their main advantage is high interface
between gas and solid particles and low pressure drops [19, 23]. Experiments by Mahishi et
al. [21] were performed at relatively low temperatures (<700 °C) and at various pressures,
with maximum hydrogen yield being at atmospheric pressure. Temperature limit of the
process was determined on limitations of carbonation reaction (Eq. (2.12)), as already
mentioned in Chapter 2.2 and confirmed by Lin et al. [27]. Similar findings were reported
by Correla et al. [28]. Carbon conversion in fluidised bed reactors was studied by many
authors due to varying residence time of particles in these reactors. Reports concluded that
around 20 % - 50 % of carbon entering the reactor, leaves it unconverted as solid char [21,
27–29]. This effectively lowers the cold gas efficiency (CGE) of the process but can be taken
advantage of during regeneration of sorbent in the calciner.
SEG based on CaL has another significant advantage. It also acts as a catalyst for tar
cracking. Although general consensus on definite effectiveness has not been reached,
researchers reported promising findings. Mahishi et al. [21] found that CaO presence
promoted carbon conversion and tar formation was considerably lower. On the other hand,
Corella et al. [28] concluded only limited effects due to low operating temperatures.
However, they did state that high CaO/fuel ratios (>10) will yield aforementioned results.
Additionally, CaO adsorbs CO2 and moves the balance of WGS to the right, therefore further
promoting H2 production as reported by Udomsirichakorn et al. [30]. Moreover, CaO sorbent
has been reported as SOx inhibitor, consequently removing one of the major contaminants
of syngas – Sulphur (S) [31].
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2.4 Methane synthesis
Syngas produced during gasification can be further upgraded for maximum CH4 content.
Although CH4 partially forms in the gasifier during the gasification process, it is nearly
impossible to achieve complete methanation of syngas in the gasification reactor. Thus,
methane synthesis is normally performed in downstream reactors [11]. In general, we
distinguish between CO and CO2 methanation. The first one is described by Eq. (2.7) while
the latter is described by Eq. (2.13), also called Sabatier reaction [32, 33].
𝑪𝑶𝟐 + 𝟒𝑯𝟐 ↔ 𝑪𝑯𝟒 + 𝟐𝑯𝟐 𝑶
(Methanation, Sabatier reaction)

𝚫𝑯°𝑹 = −𝟏𝟏𝟒 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

(2.13)

Sabatier reaction governs the methanation of CO2 and was discovered in 1902 by Paul
Sabatier and Jean-Baptiste Senderns [33]. The process of CO2 methanation is in fact a linear
combination of reversed water-gas shift (WGS) process, described by Eq. (2.6), and CO
methanation (Eq. (2.7)) [33]. Experiments and thermodynamic analyses by various authors
[32, 34, 35] had determined that methanation reaction equilibrium favours high pressures
and lower temperatures. Conditions, where methane yield is the highest, were found to be
above 10 bar and below 300 °C.

2.4.1 Methanation catalysts
The methanation process requires to be carried over a catalyst. The most common and
historically significant is Nickel, which was used when the process itself was discovered
[33]. Other metal-based catalysts were found to have similar effects with different
advantages and disadvantages. Vannice [36] studied activity and selectivity of catalysts and
found results presented below.
Activity: Ru > Fe > Ni > Co > Rh > Pd > Pt > Ir
Selectivity: Pd > Pt > Ir > Ni > Rh > Co > Fe > Ru
This findings were further confirmed and inspected with focus on methanation by Mills and
Steffgen [37] who reported the following results.
Activity: Ru > Fe > Ni > Co > Mo
Selectivity: Ni > Co > Fe > Ru
Both of these results point to show that Ruthenium (Ru) is the most active catalyst, however,
as cited by Rönsh et al. [33], it is 120 times more expensive than Nickel. Therefore, it is not
utilised for industrial SNG production. Even so, Ruthenium is preferred for low-temperature
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methanation processes. Nickel, on the other hand, is slightly less active but exhibits great
selectivity towards CH4.

2.4.2 Methanation reactors
Methanation reaction processes can be carried out in various ways and therefore in various
types of reactors. These concepts were neatly summarised by Rönsh et al. [33] and are shown
in Figure 2.5. Among the most established methanation concepts, according to the authors,
are adiabatic fixed bed reactors. These were investigated and developed by various
researchers and companies. Their main advantage is simple construction and therefore
relatively low capital investment [38]. However, hot-spot occurrences during operation led
to development of improved polytropic fixed bed reactors. These are shown in Figure 2.6 b).
Although they are more complex, the benefits of integrated heat-exchanger led to increased
lifespan and better conversion rates [38].

Figure 2.5: Breakdown of methanation process concepts. (State of development: c – commercial, d
– demonstration scale, r – research) [33].
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Figure 2.6: Simplified graphical representation of few most common methanation reactor types [38].

2.5 Literature review
Gasification and sorption enhanced gasification technologies are becoming more prominent
in recent years in applications in various biomass to gas projects. H2 and CH4 production via
biomass gasification is becoming more and more of an interest due to transition to renewable
energy sources. While H2 production might be more feasible through peak, renewable energy
based, electrolytic way, CH4 production feasibility still remains uncertain. Here, biomass
gasification can provide an interesting alternative for carbon neutral production of SNG.

2.5.1 Hydrogen production
Biomass gasification for hydrogen production was investigated by various authors
numerically and experimentally, and then further extended onto pilot scale facilities.
Schweitzer et al. [39, 40] proposed an SEG with in-situ CO2 capture, based on CaL. They
performed pilot-scale investigations as well as process simulations and techno-economic
14
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analysis of the process. The experiments were carried out on a 200 kWth dual fluidised bed
reactor. Preheated steam was used as fluidising and gasifying agent, together with limestone
(>88 wt.% CaO) bed material. Wood pellets with low ash content (< 1 wt.%) were used as
fuel to minimise the effects of ash accumulation. Sorbent was regenerated by combustion of
unconverted biomass from gasifier and with additional biomass fed directly into the
regenerator, operating in oxy-fuel combustion mode. Temperature in the gasifier was
maintained between 660 °C and 670 °C while regenerator was running 900 °C – 950 °C,
both at atmospheric pressure. Authors reported hydrogen content up to 70 vol.%dry and less
than 7 vol.%dry CO2 content in the syngas. Positive effects of CaO on tar cracking were also
reported, as well as low NOx formation and SO2 content below 3 ppmv in oxy-fuel
combustion regenerator. Techno economic analysis estimated production cost in range of 610 €/kgH2.
Similarly, Udomsirichakorn et al. [41] designed an experimental setup with comparable
operating parameters, but different construction. They reported H2 concentrations up to 80
vol.%dry and CO2 concentrations less than 5 vol.%dry. Researchers also confirmed more than
50 % tar reduction when using CaO as a bed material, compared to sand.
Han et al. [42] also performed steam gasification of sawdust with CaO reagent in a bubbling
fluidised bed. Experimental conditions in the gasifier were varied between 500 °C and 750
°C, while pressure was kept at atmospheric level. H2 content in the syngas was reported up
to 65 vol.%dry, at CaO/C ratio of 2 and H2O/C ratio of 2,18. H2 yield was also reported to
increase with temperature, however, CO2 capture slightly decreased.
Wang et al. [43] also developed a model of CaL gasification, additionally enhanced with
pressure swing adsorption (PSA). They reported up to 80 vol.%dry H2 concentration in syngas
and up to 94,5 % of CO2 captured using CaO sorbent. Authors also performed sensitivity
study on several parameters, including steam to carbon ratio and CaO to carbon ratio, and
reported possible process optimisations. They concluded that such process is only feasible
when paired with auxiliary power generation system, fired with tail gases from PSA process.
This way, heat and power requirements of the plant can be balanced.
Chen et al. [19] also proposed a process model for high concentration H2 production with
CaL process in a novel, compact fluidised bed. The proposed DFB design effectively
separates the gasifier reactor into two sections operating at different temperatures for more
optimal reaction conditions. Results yielded syngas with up to 94 vol.%dry H2 and around
58,5 %LHV hydrogen yield efficiency.
No biomass to hydrogen pilot and demonstration plants were constructed in recent years.
The closest, waste to hydrogen, GoGreenGas demonstration plant, initially built for SNG
production, was adapted for bio-hydrogen production [44]. The plant’s operation results
proved that it is technically feasible to produce hydrogen through gasification process and
has similar costs to SMR produced hydrogen. However, the biggest advantage proved to be
15
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75 % lower cost per tonne of CO2 saved. Overall plant efficiency was reported to be around
70 %HHV.
Important experimental investigations in H2 production through gasification were developed
by Lin et al. [27, 45, 46] and proved the technical feasibility of the CaL SEG process. It is
important to notice the process was developed for coal and other fossil fuel conversion.

2.5.2 Biomethane production
Methane is the main component of SNG, therefore, downstream methanation processes are
required to convert syngas into methane. Numerous simulations and experiments were
performed to analyse the performance of such systems.
Barbuzza et al. [47] proposed three configurations for biomass to SNG plant. The first one
is based on hydrogasification with electrolytic hydrogen, second incorporates pressureswing adsorption (PSA) for partial CO2 removal, and the third one adds additional Sabatier
process reactor. The last one is interesting for application of this thesis. The Sabatier process
ran at 300 °C and 15 bar and the authors reported 97,7 % CO2 to CH4 conversion. Although
this is not an SEG process, the production cost of SNG was estimated to be in range of 2,11
$/Sm3 – 2,76 $/Sm3. Moreover 69 %LHV process efficiency was reported.
Bassano et al. [48] reviewed and proposed another design for integration of CCUS
technologies with SNG plants. The project is based on gasification of feedstock and later
removing excessive CO2 to adjust the syngas composition to stoichiometric for Sabatier
process methanation. The proposed design also incorporates H2S scrubbing to maintain gas
quality. Authors reported around 94 vol.% CH4 content in the final SNG product. Process
efficiencies reached just above 50 %LHV.
Martínez and Romano [49] assessed three possible SEG and power to gas (PtG) process
plant designs for production of SNG. The authors proposed hydrogasification of biomass as
a source of syngas. To optimise the stoichiometric ratio of H2/CO2 for methanation,
additional electrolytic hydrogen from renewable power was introduced to the system.
Materazzi et al. [50] investigated a 50 kWth – 100 kWth methanation pilot plant coupled with
500 kWth gasification plant. The process was based on waste feedstock, steam gasified in a
fluidised bed reactor together with plasma converter. Downstream syngas scrubbers in filters
were installed to remove impurities and ash. Following was a three stage methanation
process, each with slightly higher activity of Ni-based catalyst. They also developed and
validated a complementary numerical model of the process. Pilot plant measurements
revealed up 70 vol.% CH4 content in the syngas, however, high amount of nitrogen (N2) was
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still present in the gas. The authors also reported 5 % – 10 % simulation results deviation
from pilot plant testing.
Several bigger pilot plants and projects were developed during the last decades to assess the
feasibility of biomass to SNG processes. Among the most successful ones is GoBiGas
demonstration plant that reached commercial stage of development and operation in 2018
[51]. It uses bubbling fluidised bed (BFB) reactor as a gasifier and a circulating fluidised
bed (CFB) as a combustor, effectively forming a DFB system. CH4 synthesis is done in a
TREMP™ methanation system developed by Haldor Topsøe [33]. The plant’s maximum
operating size is 20 MWbiomethane and was reached in several stages since its commissioning
[52].
Similar project was launched in France in 2010. It is called GAYA and was developed by
ENGIE company and several research and industrial partners. The process is based on
fluidised bed reactor, operating at 800 – 1000 °C. 56 % biomass to biomethane efficiency
was reported from pilot plant measurements [53]. As reported by Rönsch et al. [33] the
methanation process is not disclosed, however, plant’s capacity is rated at 400 kW of SNG
output.
Another successful demonstration plant was built in Güssing (AUT). This is one of the
earliest biomass to SNG pilot plants built. Initially built as a CHP plant, the methanation
fluidised bed reactor was added in 2008. The 1 MWSNG fluidised bed methanation reactor
was designed by PSI Paul Scherrer Institute (CH) and has proved successful on more than
1000 hours of continuous operation [33, 54, 55].
GoGreenGas demonstration plant was built in the UK to assess the feasibility of SNG
production [56]. The plant uses oxy-steam fluidised bed gasifier and Vesta methanation
system by Amec Foster Wheeler. CO2 separation is done with PSA system to remove excess
CO2 from the produced SNG. The plant achieved operating capacity of 80 – 140 kWth of
SNG production during routine test runs [57].
The energy research centre of the Netherlands (ECN) also developed and constructed an 800
kWth biomass to SNG plant. The plant’s design incorporated MILENA™ gasification system
and OLGA™ gas cleaning section, both developed by ECN in collaboration with Dahlman
Renewable Technology [58]. The plant demonstrated biomass to grid grade SNG efficiency
in range of 70 %LHV.
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3 Methodology
3.1 Process modelling
Process models for hydrogen and biomethane production were developed and built with the
Aspen Plus® process simulation tool. This tool enables simulation of relatively complex
process systems with ability to present solid materials to the process flowsheet. Property
calculation method is very important during the simulation, therefore Peng-Robinson
equation of state with Boston-Mathias (PR-BM) modification was used. The process system
presented in the following subchapters was developed to allow production of both hydrogen
and methane gases. This was achieved with a common gasification process, consisting of
DFB gasifier and CaL system. A downstream methanation unit was added for methane
production, which represents the only major difference in the process equipment between
the hydrogen and biomethane production setup. Some of the content in this chapter was
developed by Žalec D. [59] and is reused with permission from the author.

3.1.1 Gasification reactor
Gasification process was carried over with a set of reactor blocks available from model
palette in Aspen Plus®. The DFB concept, adopted in this study, was tested and proved
successful in many applications, as presented in the literature review and reported by various
researchers [21, 28, 60]. Base case scenario operating parameters for hydrogen production
were set at temperature of 650 °C and pressure of 1 bar, while the steam was delivered at 1,5
bar and 400 °C. For methane production, the temperatures were kept the same, but pressure
was increased significantly to 10 bar. Steam delivery pressure was set accordingly to 10,5
bar.
First, a Crusher block is used to pulverize the biomass and to deliver it to the first reactor
block – Ryield. There, it gets decomposed from nonconventional material into basic
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chemical elements, as per its composition. This step is necessary and was established for use
in cases when nonconventional materials are combusted or gasified [19, 31]. Component
yields achieved in this reactor are presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Component yields in RYield reactor, base case scenario.
Component
H2O
Ash
C (solid)
H2
N2
Cl2
S
O2

Mass yield
0,0922
0,0057
0,4642
0,0553
0,0017
0,0000
0,0004
0,3809

The main part of gasification process is simulated in RGibbs reactor block. This reactor
block calculates Gibbs free energy of components and synthesises them into products by the
principle of minimisation of Gibbs free energy. This way a chemical equilibrium is achieved.
At this stage the syngas consists mainly of H2, CO, and CO2, with presence of ash, char and
steam. As presented in Chapter 2, gasification in DFB reactors usually leaves part of the
carbon unreacted due to insufficient residence time. However, this simulation block does not
consider particle kinetics in the reactor, so 30 % of carbon entering the system was set as
inert.
Base case operating conditions of the gasifier are shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Gaifier operating conditions.
Parameter
Temperature (RYield, RGibbs, RStoic), °C
Outlet pressure, bar
Coal flowrate, kg/s
Steam/Carbon ratio, mol/mol
Steam temperature,°C
Steam pressure – H2 production, bar
Steam pressure – CH4 production, bar
Carbon conversion (RGibbs)
Oxygen conversion (RGibbs)
Total pressure drop in DFB gasifier, mbar
Syngas recirculation, %

Value
650
1,050
50
1,8
400
1,5
10,5
0,7
0,36
150
50

A third reactor block (RStoic) was finally used for simulation of WGS and carbon capture
using CaO sorbent. Normally, a WGS would favour lower temperatures, in range of 200 °C
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– 300 °C, however, in-situ CO2 capture drives the chemical equilibrium of Eq. (2.6) forward.
95 % of CO entering the RStoic reactor block is assumed to undergo WGS reaction.
Moreover, this reactor block is also used for SO2 and H2S removal, also based on the CaO
sorbent.
Process flowsheet of gasification section is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Process model scheme of the gasifier as constructed in Aspen Plus®.

To correctly represent the three reactors used as a gasifier in Aspen Plus®, they were
interconnected with heat streams on the simulation process flowsheet. This can be seen in
Figure 3.1. Due to the nature of the proposed process design, no external heat provisions are
required to operate the gasifier. The heat to maintain the reaction temperature is supplied by
the hot CaO bed material, as described in Chapter 3.1.2, and by highly exothermic
carbonation reaction as described by Eq. (2.12). The proposed process maintains a relatively
high solid/gas ratio in the gasifier, which may represent a challenge to fluidise the bed. Sizing
and determining space velocities in the reactor is not an objective of this thesis, therefore
recirculation of syngas back to the reactor was set at 50 %, based on engineering intuition.
The syngas is compressed to 1,2 bar to compensate for pressure drop in the gasifier. This
was assumed to be 150 mbar in total. In simulation it was split among the three simulation
reactors as follows. 100 mbar in RStoic, 25 mbar in Ryield, and again 25 mbar in RGibbs
reactor block. Due to the reactions of sulphuric compounds (SOx, H2S) removal in the RStoic
reactor, a small amount of O2 was set as inert in RGibbs. This way it was ensured it would
carry over to the next simulation reactor block.
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3.1.2 Calcium looping system
Sorption enhanced gasification was achieved using CaL process. This was modelled by
means of two reactor blocks. The carbonation part was integrated with the gasifier’s RStoic
reactor, while additional RGibbs was used as calcination reactor. To achieve high hydrogen
content in the syngas, carbon capture efficiency was set at 90 %, in case of hydrogen
production. Calculator and Design specification functions in Aspen Plus® were then used to
adjust the CaO flowrate appropriately. Solid particles (CaCO3, CaO, ash, char) in the syngas
exiting the gasifier are separated using cyclonic separator which is modelled via Sep block
in the simulation environment. The solids are then fed into calciner reactor to regenerate the
sorbent at 900 °C and atmospheric pressure. It is important that these parameters are kept at
those levels, as they represent optimal conditions for reverse carbonation reaction (Eq.
(2.12)) to take place. The CaL process model, as utilised in this project, was developed by
Hanak et al. [31]. After regeneration of sorbent, the solids are separated from CO2 stream in
Sep block and recycled back to the gasifier. Also important for the CaL process is
consideration of sorbent activity. The models developed during this project also incorporate
calculation of the CaO activity to determine the amount to be purged (together with ash) and
replaced by fresh CaCO3. This part was developed by Rodriguez et. al. [61]. Activity of the
sorbent depends primarily on number of carbonation and calcination cycles it underwent.
Furthermore, sorbent deactivation is also present and is due to irreversible reactions with
sulphur components. In real life case, tar deposits on sorbent particles need to be considered
as well, however, tar production was neglected in this simulation. Sum up of CaL process
operating parameters is presented in Table 3.3. Carbon capture efficiency specified in the
table refers to CO2 and CO produced during gasification.

Table 3.3: CaL process operating conditions.
Parameter
Integrated carbonator temperature, °C
Integrated carbonator outlet pressure, bar
Calciner temperature, °C
Calciner outlet pressure, bar
Total pressure drop in calciner, mbar
Calciner combustion oxygen excess, %
CaO make up/recycle ratio
Carbon capture (gaseous) efficiency – only for H2 production, %
H2/CO2 ratio – only for CH4 production, /
Carbonation conversion, %
Calcination conversion, %

Value
650
1,050
900
1,050
150
2
0,03
90
4,02
70
90

Figure 3.2 depicts CaL process flowsheet which follows downstream of gasification process.
As can be seen in the figure, part of the CO2 (20 %) is recycled back to the calciner to fluidise
the bed. Similar to gasification process, CO2 is also compressed to 1,2 bar, to compensate
for 150 mbar pressure drop assumed in the reactor. To deliver the solids at slightly higher
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pressure into the calciner, a screw conveyor was assumed and modelled via Heater unit
block. This was for the reason that it offers very simple pressure change option, while
temperature change can be maintained at zero. Pressure increase of sorbent entering the
gasifier was simplified and simulated in the purge section modelled via SSplit block.

Figure 3.2: Flowsheet of CaL process.

Regeneration of CaO sorbent is very energy demanding and requires high-grade heat to be
delivered to the reactor. In this case this is implemented in two ways. As some char leaves
the gasifier unreacted and mixed with the sorbent, it represents an ideal fuel to be used during
regeneration. 95 mol.% O2 is fed into reactor to combust this char and fluidise the bed. This
way the combustion products are only CO2 and H2O steam, with small traces of N2 also
present. Steam can be simply separated in condensation drum which leaves us with almost
pure CO2 stream, ready for compression and storage. Additional natural gas (NG) is also fed
to the reactor to compensate for the difference between required heat, and heat released from
char combustion. High mixing of solid particles, NG, and O2 allows for complete
combustion process to take place and for homogeneous heat distribution. O2 needed in this
process is assumed to be produced by air separation unit (ASU) with specific power
consumption of 200 kW/kgO2.
Additional benefit of CaL SEG is very efficient SOx and H2S removal, and tar cracking. The
latter, as mentioned before, was not considered in this simulation, while the former was.
Sulphur removal was specified in RStoic reactor and is governed by reactions described by
Eqs. (3.1) to (3.6). Biomass usually doesn’t contain significant amounts of sulphur,
nonetheless, as these reactions would be present in experimental setup, this is implemented
as well. Moreover, the models were developed to be used with coal as well, where the
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problem of sulphur removal is not unimportant. Formation of sulphuric substances depends
highly on the sulphur content in the feedstock, and with it, the need for desulphurisation.
𝟏

𝑺𝑶𝟐 + 𝑪𝒂𝑪𝑶𝟑 + 𝟐 𝑶𝟐 → 𝑪𝒂𝑺𝑶𝟒 + 𝑪𝑶𝟐
𝟏

𝑺𝑶𝟐 + 𝑪𝒂𝑶 + 𝟐 𝑶𝟐 → 𝑪𝒂𝑺𝑶𝟒
𝑺𝑶𝟑 + 𝑪𝒂𝑪𝑶𝟑 → 𝑪𝒂𝑺𝑶𝟒 + 𝑪𝑶𝟐

𝑺𝑶𝟑 + 𝑪𝒂𝑶 → 𝑪𝒂𝑺𝑶𝟒

𝑯𝟐 𝑺 + 𝑪𝒂𝑶 → 𝑯𝟐 𝑶 + 𝑪𝒂𝑺

𝑪𝒂𝑺 + 𝟐𝑶𝟐 → 𝑪𝒂𝑺𝑶𝟒

𝚫𝑯°𝑹 = −𝟑𝟐𝟑. 𝟖 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

(3.1)

𝚫𝑯°𝑹 = −𝟓𝟎𝟐. 𝟐 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

(3.2)

𝚫𝑯°𝑹 = −𝟐𝟐𝟓 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

(3.3)

𝚫𝑯°𝑹 = −𝟒𝟎𝟑. 𝟑 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

𝚫𝑯°𝑹 = −𝟓𝟗. 𝟑 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

𝚫𝑯°𝑹 = −𝟗𝟔𝟎. 𝟗 𝐤𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

3.1.3 CO2 compression train
High purity CO2 stream produced during the CaL process needs to be appropriately handled
and compressed for transport and storage. First step is separation of water which is done in
an integrated cooler and knock-out drum. This is modelled via Flash2 component block in
Aspen Plus®. Following is a multi-stage intercooled compressor (MCompr block), and
additional cooler, where the CO2 undergoes phase change. GPSA polytrophic method was
used for calculation of gas compression. Finally, a Pump block is used to increase the
pressure of the liquid CO2 just below the supercritical state. In supercritical state a fluid
exhibits liquid-like density and gas-like transport characteristics. CO2 compressions train
operating parameters are shown in Table 3.4. Process flowsheet is depicted in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Flowsheet of CO2 compression train.
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Table 3.4: CO2 compression train operating parameters.
Parameter
H2O knock-out temperature, °C
H2O knock-out pressure, bar
Compressor discharge pressure, bar
Compressor stages
Comp. stage outlet temp., °C
Compressor polytrophic efficiency
Compressor mechanical efficiency
CO2 phase changer temperature, °C
CO2 phase changer pressure drop, bar
CO2 pump discharge pressure, bar
CO2 pump efficiency
CO2 pump driver efficiency

Value
30
1,01325
80
5
40
0,8
0,996
20
0,0
120
0,8
0,996

3.1.4 Methanation reactor
Methanation of syngas takes place downstream of the gasifier reactor. The process design
for methane production is based on the gasification, which produces syngas with H2/CO2
ratio set at 4. This is stoichiometric ratio for methane production via Sabatier process. Figure
3.4 shows process flowsheet of methanation section. Syngas is first cooled down and the
heat is regenerated for steam generation, used during gasification process. This is performed
in multiphase heat exchanger (MHeatX block) where outlet syngas temperature is set at 80°C
to avoid temperature crossover. Following is a knock-out drum, which further cools the
syngas and removes H2O condensate. The syngas is then compressed to 10 bar in multistage
intercooled compressor. Finally, methanation takes place in RStoic block, which represents
a polytrophic fixed bed reactor with Ni-based catalyst. The catalyst was not explicitly
modelled but the Sabatier process taking place in this simplified design was validated by
literature review. The process takes place at 300°C with excess heat being removed
constantly and used for steam generation. This is required as Sabatier reaction is highly
exothermic (Eq. (2.13)) and favours lower temperatures. After methanation, a heat recovery
steam generator (HRSG, modelled via Heater block) is placed to further increase the
efficiency of the plant, and a second knock-out drum for final H2O separation. Operating
parameters are summed up in Table 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: Methanation section flowsheet.

Table 3.5: Methanation section base case operating parameters.
Parameter
Heat exchanger – syngas outlet temperature, °C
H2O knock-out temperature, °C
H2O knock-out pressure, bar
Compressor discharge pressure, bar
Compressor stages
Comp. stage outlet temp., °C
Compressor polytrophic efficiency
Compressor mechanical efficiency
Compressor – syngas outlet temperature, °C
CO2 phase changer pressure drop, bar
Methanation reactor temperature, °C
HRSG – syngas outlet temperature, °C
H2O knock-out temperature, °C
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Value
80
30
Eq. to gasifier (min. 1 bar)

10
3
50
0,8
0,996
50
0,0
300
100
20
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3.1.5 Material specifications
A brief sum up of material specifications, that are key to the simulation, is presented here.

Biomass
Biomass composition used in the process simulation is shown in Table 3.6 to Table 3.8.
Mahishi et al. [21] conducted an experiment at similar operating conditions as the proposed
process design in this thesis, therefore, the biomass composition is adapted from the paper.
HHV and LHV values of southern pine bark were determined from ECN Phyllis2 database
[62]. HHV of 21.52 MJ/kg and LHV of 20.22 MJ/kg are mean values of 8 datasets of pine
bark selected in the database. Stream of biomass that is entering the gasifier is at atmospheric
pressure and 15 °C. Grinding of feedstock is assumed to have specific power consumption
of 53786 J/kg.

Table 3.6: Proximate analysis of biomass [21].
Element
Moisture (ar.)
Volatile matter (dry)
Fixed carbon (dry)
Ash (dry)

Value [wt. %]
9,22
69,63
29,68
0,63

Table 3.7: Ultimate analysis of biomass [21].
Element
Carbon (dry)
Hydrogen (dry)
Nitrogen (dry)
Sulphur (dry)
Oxygen (dry)
Chlorine (dry)
Ash (dry)

Value [wt. %]
51,13
6,10
0,14
0,04
41,96
0,0
0,63

Table 3.8: Sulphur analysis of biomass [21].
Element
Pyritic (dry)
Sulphate (dry)
Organic (dry)

Value - assumed [wt. %]
0,01
0,01
0,02
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Carbon capture sorbent
CaO sorbent for carbon capture is not a naturally occurring substance. Instead, its carbonated
form – CaCO3, can be found in abundance in nature. Therefore, the CaCO3 is being
introduced to the system where it first undergoes calcination and then starts its first loop of
the process. The limestone is constantly purged and replenished to avoid low activity of the
sorbent and consequent lower carbon capture efficiency. Limestone used in this study comes
from LaBlanca and was also used by Hanak et al. [63], who proposed the initial CaL process
design. Its composition is presented in Table 3.9. Initial limestone temperature is set at 15
°C.

Table 3.9: Composition of limestone entering the system.
Component
CaCO3
Al2O3
Fe2O3
K2O
MgO
Na2O
SiO2
TiO2

Value [wt. %]
99,0680
0,1024
0,0160
0,0189
0,0445
0,6658
0,0603
0,0241

Some additional components form during the CaL process in the gasifier. Steady state
operation in base case scenario yields a regenerated sorbent stream as presented in Table
3.10.

Table 3.10: Composition of sorbent after calcination.
Component
CaO
CaCO3
CaSO4
Al2O3
Fe2O3
K2O
MgO
Na2O
SiO2
TiO2
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Value [wt. %]
97,685
0,739
0,137
0,099
0,000
0,019
0,101
1,069
0,099
0,029
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Air
In the simulation, air is used as a support material for heat regeneration in sorbent purge
system. Its composition is shown in Table 3.11. Initial temperature of air entering the system
is 20 °C, while pressure is set at 1 atm.

Table 3.11: Composition of air.
Component
H2O
N2
O2
CO2
Ar

Mole fraction
0,0101
0,773
0,2074
0,0003
0,0092

Oxygen
Regeneration of CaO sorbent requires a combustion process to take place in the reactor.
Residual char and additional natural gas are combusted in oxygen-rich atmosphere to
achieve a nearly pure CO2 gas product stream in the end. To obtain the required O2, air
separation unit (ASU) is assumed to be used. It provides 95 % O2 and 5 % N2 stream at
specific energy consumption of 200 kWh/tO2. Stream’s initial parameters are set at 20 °C
and 2 bar.

Natural gas
Composition of natural gas used in the simulation is presented in Table 3.12. It is used as a
supplementary fuel to maintain the sufficient temperature of calciner during sorbent
regeneration.

Table 3.12: Composition of natural gas.
Component
CO2
N2
CH4
C2H6
C3H8
i-C4H10
n-C4H10

Mole fraction
0,0068
0,0147
0,8708
0,0077
0,000999999
0,06
0,036
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3.2 Process analysis
Proposed process designs require thorough evaluation of their thermodynamic performance
and product stream compositions. Two basic parameters are usually evaluated when dealing
with gasification processes. Carbon conversion efficiency, described by Eq. (3.7), gauges
the conversion of carbon content (molar) in feedstock fuel into the syngas. In case of this
project, many assumptions and simplifications had to be made, one of them being carbon
conversion efficiency set at 70 % for base case scenario. The reason for this is in particle
and reaction kinetics not being explicitly modelled. More important for the gasification
process benchmarking is cold gas efficiency (CGE). Traditionally, this is defined as the ratio
of energy content of the syngas and energy content of the fuel. As described by Eq. (3.8), it
can be based on lower heating values (LHV) or analogically on higher heating values (HHV).
𝒏̇ 𝒄𝒂𝒓𝒃𝒐𝒏, 𝒊𝒏

𝜼𝑪𝑪 = 𝒏̇

𝒄𝒂𝒓𝒃𝒐𝒏, 𝒐𝒖𝒕

𝑪𝑮𝑬𝑳𝑯𝑽 =

∙ 𝟏𝟎𝟎 %

𝑳𝑯𝑽𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒈𝒂𝒔 ∙𝒎̇𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒈𝒂𝒔
𝑳𝑯𝑽𝒇𝒖𝒆𝒍 ∙𝒎̇𝒇𝒖𝒆𝒍

(3.7)
∙ 𝟏𝟎𝟎 %

(3.8)

CGE in case of CaL SEG cannot be assessed in quite the same way. The reason for this is
that the integrated CaL process also provides a substantial amount of heat to the gasifier
reactor, but also requires additional fuel to be fed to the regenerator reactor. Basic extension
of CGE definition includes energy content of fuel (natural gas) used in the regenerator
reactor. This is defined by Eq. (3.9).
𝑪𝑮𝑬𝑳𝑯𝑽 =

𝑳𝑯𝑽𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒈𝒂𝒔 ∙𝒎̇𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒈𝒂𝒔
𝑳𝑯𝑽𝒇𝒖𝒆𝒍 ∙𝒎̇𝒇𝒖𝒆𝒍 +𝑳𝑯𝑽𝑵𝑮 ∙𝒎̇𝑵𝑮

∙ 𝟏𝟎𝟎 %

(3.9)

To better assess the efficiency of the proposed process designs, an overall thermodynamic
assessment is more appropriate. As described by Eq. (3.10), this takes into account the
syngas energy content together with heat recovered in HRSGs (reduced for amount used in
steam generation), utilised for power production on site at assumed efficiency of 40 %. On
the other hand, it considers energy contents of feedstock fuel and natural gas used in calciner,
and total equipment power consumption increased by 10 % to account for auxiliary systems,
not modelled in this study.
𝜼𝒕𝒉,𝟏 =
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𝑳𝑯𝑽𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒈𝒂𝒔 ∙𝒎̇𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒈𝒂𝒔 +(∑ 𝑸𝑯𝑹𝑺𝑮 −𝑸𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒂𝒎 𝒈𝒆𝒏 )∙𝟎.𝟒
𝑳𝑯𝑽𝒇𝒖𝒆𝒍 ∙𝒎̇𝒇𝒖𝒆𝒍 +𝑳𝑯𝑽𝑵𝑮 ∙𝒎̇𝑵𝑮 +∑ 𝑷𝒆𝒒𝒖𝒊𝒑 ∙𝟏.𝟏

∙ 𝟏𝟎𝟎 %

(3.10)
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To further improve the process plant’s efficiency, we can also include low temperature (<100
°C) heat potentials for district heating. Assuming 90 % efficiency of district heating system,
the overall plant efficiency is defined by Eq. (3.11).
𝜼𝒕𝒉,𝟐 =

𝑳𝑯𝑽𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒈𝒂𝒔 ∙𝒎̇𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒈𝒂𝒔 +(∑ 𝑸𝑯𝑹𝑺𝑮 −𝑸𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒂𝒎 𝒈𝒆𝒏 )∙𝟎.𝟒+∑ 𝑸𝑫𝑺𝑻𝑹 ∙𝟎.𝟗
𝑳𝑯𝑽𝒇𝒖𝒆𝒍 ∙𝒎̇𝒇𝒖𝒆𝒍 +𝑳𝑯𝑽𝑵𝑮 ∙𝒎̇𝑵𝑮 +∑ 𝑷𝒆𝒒𝒖𝒊𝒑 ∙𝟏.𝟏

∙ 𝟏𝟎𝟎 %

(3.11)
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4 Results and discussion
4.1 Base case scenario performance
4.1.1 H2 production process
Performance of the proposed process design was evaluated as described in Chapter 3.2. As
shown in Table 4.1, base case scenario efficiencies were determined to be reasonably high.
Carbon conversion efficiency was pre-set due to process model design; however, effects of
its variation will be shown in sensitivity analysis in Chapter 4.3. CGE presented here was
determined based on Eq. (3.9), as it was found that Eq. (3.8) yields completely unrealistic
results, with CGE reaching beyond 100 %LHV. Observed CGE is in line with similar process
designs as presented in Chapter 2.5. Overall plant efficiency (𝜂𝑡ℎ,1 ) was calculated to be
lower than CGE, which confirms efficiency penalty of other process equipment and mainly
CO2 compression train. Considering further utilisation of lower grade heat available in the
system for district heating, the expanded plant efficiency (𝜂𝑡ℎ,2 ) gives better results.
Nonetheless, we can still observe efficiency below 90 %LHV, mainly due to high energy
consumption for CO2 compression.

Table 4.1: Process efficiency of H2 production in base case scenario.
Parameter
𝜂𝐶𝐶 (pre-set), %
𝐶𝐺𝐸𝐿𝐻𝑉 , %
𝜂𝑡ℎ,1 , % (LHV)
𝜂𝑡ℎ,2 , % (LHV)

Value
70,0
69,1
67,3
84,6

Analysis of product stream exiting the gasifier is presented in Table 4.2. A very high molar
fraction of H2 was obtained, with CO2, CH4, and CO representing majority of other
components. It is interesting to notice practically untraceable levels of sulfuric components,
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which indicates positive effects of CaO sorbent for in-situ sulphur removal. Also presented
in the table are higher (HHV) and lower (LHV) heating values for biomass fuel (as calculated
by Aspen Plus® using PR-BM equation of state), and H2 product stream. The results clearly
show the benefits of thermochemical conversion methods. Heating values of the product,
compared to the feedstock biomass, increased by factor ~4, demonstrating increased energy
density of obtained hydrogen fuel.

Table 4.2: H2 product stream composition (dry), base case scenario.
Component/Parameter
H2, mol. %
CO2, mol. %
CO, mol. %
CH4, mol. %
SO2, mol. %
H2S, mol. %
Other trace gases, mol. %
LHVfuel, MJ/kg
HHVfuel, MJ/kg
LHVsyngas, MJ/kg
HHVsyngas, MJ/kg

Value
96,8
2,0
0,4
0,8
0,0
0,0
0,1
20,22
21,52
78,76
93,02

Table 4.3 shows flowrates of the major streams in the process model. The values presented
are the result of specified input parameters for the base case scenario. It is important to notice
that each value should be referred to a stream in the process model, as compositions may
vary due to unit operations, contrary to what the name might suggest. Considering product
stream composition and flowrate, H2 yield was found to be 0,112 kg H2/kg BM.

Table 4.3: Stream flowrates for H2 production, base case scenario.
Stream
Fuel feed, kg/sec
Water feed, kg/sec
Sorbent (CaO) recirculation, kmol/s
Sorbent (CaCO3) make-up, kmol/s
Sorbent (CaO) purge, kmol/s
Syngas recycle, kg/sec
H2 product stream output, kg/sec
CO2 recycle, kg/sec
CO2 output, kg/sec
Natural gas, kg/sec
Oxygen supply, kg/sec
Air for recuperation, kg/sec
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Value
1,0
1,25
0,186
0,006
0,006
0,996
0,177
0,604
2,156
0,108
0,821
0,307
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4.1.2 CH4 production process
Similar to H2 production, CH4 production process was evaluated in terms of efficiency,
product composition, and product yield. As shown in Table 4.4, CGE and overall plant
efficiencies were recorded to be higher, compared to H2 production. The main reason for
this performance increase is the fact that less CO2 was being captured. This in turn means
less natural gas consumption for sorbent regeneration, less power for CO2 compression,
lower stream flowrates in CaL system, and therefore lower energy consumption for various
unit operations.

Table 4.4: Process efficiency of CH4 production in base case scenario.
Parameter
𝜂𝐶𝐶 (pre-set), %
𝐶𝐺𝐸𝐿𝐻𝑉 , %
𝜂𝑡ℎ,1 , % (LHV)
𝜂𝑡ℎ,2 , % (LHV)

Value
70,0
76,8
79,0
87,6

For biomethane production process design, a mid-process syngas composition can be
evaluated as well. Results are shown in Table 4.5. We can see higher fraction of CH4 due to
higher operating pressure, compared to H2 production. There is also significantly higher
amount of CO2 in the stream, as this is required for downstream methanation process.
Heating values, on the other hand, did not increase much compared to the biomass feedstock
fuel.
Table 4.5: CH4 production syngas stream composition, base case scenario.
Component/Parameter
H2, mol. %
CO2, mol. %
CO, mol. %
CH4, mol. %
SO2, mol. %
H2S, mol. %
H2O, mol. %
Other trace gases, mol. %
LHVfuel, MJ/kg
HHVfuel, MJ/kg
LHVsyngas, MJ/kg
HHVsyngas, MJ/kg

Value
70,6
17,6
0,2
11,3
0,0
0,0
0,2
0,1
20,22
21,52
23,59
27,32

Final biomethane product stream’s composition and heating values are shown in Table 4.6.
Slightly over 95 mol. % is CH4 and ~3 mol. % H2, which is a very good composition in terms
of high calorific values. Similar as with H2 production, sulphuric components are effectively
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nontraceable. HHV and LHV of product stream are also higher compared to the biomass
feedstock, but not as high as for H2. This is due to the fact that hydrogen is purer chemical
substance than CH4, maintaining its high energy potential and also reactivity.

Table 4.6: CH4 product stream composition (dry), base case scenario.
Component/Parameter
H2, mol. %
CO2, mol. %
CO, mol. %
CH4, mol. %
SO2, mol. %
H2S, mol. %
Other trace gases, mol. %
LHVfuel, MJ/kg
HHVfuel, MJ/kg
LHVsyngas, MJ/kg
HHVsyngas, MJ/kg

Value
3,2
0,0
1,2
95,3
0,0
0,0
0,3
20,22
21,52
48,38
53,77

Table 4.7 shows stream flowrates for base case scenario of biomethane production. Same as
for H2 production, flowrates should be referred to the streams in the process model, as
compositions may vary due to unit operations. CH4 yield was determined to be 0,23 kg CH4/
kg BM.

Table 4.7: Stream flowrates for H2 production, base case scenario.
Stream
Fuel feed, kg/sec
Water feed, kg/sec
Sorbent (CaO) recirculation, kmol/s
Sorbent (CaCO3) make-up, kmol/s
Sorbent (CaO) purge, kmol/s
Syngas recycle, kg/sec
CH4 product stream output, kg/sec
CO2 recycle, kg/sec
CO2 output, kg/sec
Natural gas, kg/sec
Oxygen supply, kg/sec
Air for recuperation, kg/sec
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Value
1,0
1,25
0,186
0,006
0,006
0,996
0,177
0,604
2,156
0,108
0,821
0,307
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4.2 Verification of process models and comparison to
pilot and experimental plants
4.2.1 H2 production process
Proposed process design for H2 production was evaluated and simulation results were
compared to experimental and numerical studies presented in the literature review. Table 4.8
shows a summary of results of similar process designs. The investigations compared are
either experimental and/or numerical.

Table 4.8: H2 production process results comparison.
Parameter
Reactor type
Temperature, °C
Pressure, °C
S/C ratio, mol/mol
CaO/C ratio, mol/mol
Notes
𝜂𝐶𝐶 , %
𝐶𝐺𝐸𝐿𝐻𝑉 , %
𝜂𝑡ℎ,1 , % (LHV)
H2, mol. %
CO2, mol. %
CO, mol. %
CH4, mol. %
SO2, mol. %
H2S, mol. %
Other trace gases, mol. %
H2 yield, kgH2/kgBM
LHVfuel, MJ/kg
HHVfuel, MJ/kg
LHVsyngas, MJ/kg
HHVsyngas, MJ/kg

This study
DFB
650
1,05
1,8
>10
Simulation
70,0
69,1
67,3
96,8
2,0
0,4
0,8
0,0
0,0
0,1
0,112
20,22
21,52
78,76
93,02

Schweitzer et
al. [39, 40]
DFB
660
1,013
1,5
N/A
Pilot &
Simulation.
Add. PSA in
simulation
N/A
70
43,7
68,8
8,3
7,8
12,4
N/A
N/A
2,7
0,05
16,9
N/A
N/A
N/A

Udomsirichakorn et al.
[41]
BFB
650
1,013
1,8
N/A

Han et
al.[42]
BFB
684
1,013
1,7
1

Experimental

Experimental

N/A
N/A
N/A
78
4,5
6,3
11
N/A
N/A
0,2
0,04
N/A
18,7
N/A
N/A

55,6
N/A
N/A
57
7
12
16
N/A
N/A
8
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

All SEG process designs maintained similar gasification parameters, however, slightly
different results were obtained. Perhaps the most interesting results were obtained by
Schweitzer et al. [39, 40]. Researchers performed an experimental study and developed a
validated numerical model of the process plant. CGE recorded in this study is very similar
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to the one obtained on the pilot plant. On the other hand, the biggest difference arises when
comparing the final hydrogen-rich syngas. Process design proposed in this study seems to
produce the highest H2 content, however, this is an unvalidated model, not considering true
reaction kinetics. Still, very high CaO/C ratio realised in this study is way above what was
specified by other researches, thus offering higher potential for CO2 removal.
SO2 emissions recorded in this research were practically negligible and validated by all of
the presented studies. This proves the beneficial effect of CaO sorbent for CO2 capture. Also,
as mentioned in Chapter 3.1, sulphur is not a significant problem in case of biomass
utilisation.
Considering the H2 yield, a significantly higher values were obtained with the proposed
model, compared to the other investigations. The reason for such a difference most likely
resides in product stream composition. More than 10 mol.% of CH4 content was recorded in
all of the compared studies, which carries a significant amount of hydrogen atoms that could
potentially synthesise into H2 molecules. Our study, to the contrary, achieved very low CH4
content due to steam reforming present in the reactor, thus increasing H2 yield.
As there is no major biomass to H2 pilot plant, further process comparison is limited.
Nonetheless, as presented in literature review, the GoGreenGas project, originally designed
for waste to SNG, was modified for waste to H2 [56, 57]. Although only limited data is
available, process efficiency of 70 %HHV was reported by the operators, which is comparable
to the values achieved in this study.
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4.2.2 CH4 production process
Some alternative process designs for biomethane and SNG production were assessed to
compare the performance of the SEG concept developed during this project. As shown in
Table 4.9, two numerical models and one pilot plant were considered for detailed
comparison, however, due to limited availability of literature on biomass to biomethane,
only one of the presented studies is actually an SEG process.

Table 4.9: CH4 production process results comparison.
Parameter
Reactor type
Temperature, °C
Pressure, °C
S/C ratio, mol/mol
CaO/C ratio, mol/mol
Notes
𝜂𝐶𝐶 , %
𝐶𝐺𝐸𝐿𝐻𝑉 , %
𝜂𝑡ℎ,1 , % (LHV)
H2, mol. %
CO2, mol. %
CO, mol. %
CH4, mol. %
SO2, mol. %
H2S, mol. %
Other trace gases, mol. %
CH4 yield, kgCH4/kgBM
LHVfuel, MJ/kg
HHVfuel, MJ/kg
LHVsyngas, MJ/kg
HHVsyngas, MJ/kg

This study
DFB
650
1,05
1,8
>10
Simulation
70,0
76,8
79,0
3,2
0,0
1,2
95,3
0,0
0,0
0,3
0,23
20,22
21,52
48,38
53,77

Barbuzza et al.
[47] – basic
process
N/A
300
30
N/A
N/A

Martínez &
Romano
[49]
DFB
645
1,15
0,42*
4,96
Simulation,
Simulation,
SEG, PtG,
hydrogasification,
*S/BM ratio
not SEG process
(mass based)
N/A
N/A
N/A
67,8
69,84
41,2
1,3
1,2
5,7
0,3
13,6
0,0
79,1
98,09
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0,01
0,42
0,63
0,24
19,26
19,09
N/A
N/A
N/A
49,45
38,88
N/A

GoBiGas
project [51,
52]
DFB
870
1
N/A
N/A
Pilot, not
SEG
54
71,7
57,7
2,3
0,1
N/A
97,1
N/A
N/A
0,5
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

As indicated in Table 4.9, process design proposed in this study achieves comparable CGE,
while the overall plant efficiency is significantly higher. Nonetheless, the latter also depends
on other process specifications and unit operations, as noted in the table. Product gas
composition after methanation reached above 95 mol.% CH4 for most of the studies
presented, except for the one by Barbuzza et al. [47]. Their study, however, was perhaps the
most different in terms of process operating parameters.
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Martinez and Romano [49] obtained interesting results that are highly comparable and on
level with the results of this study. The major difference between the two processes is
addition of electrolyser for PtG, which is producing H2 gas to enable hydrogasification.
While the recorded CGE is very similar, overall process efficiency is significantly lower due
to this.
CH4 yields obtained from the compared processes are spread over a relatively wide range.
These can be attributed to different biomass feedstock, as well as different process designs.
Whereas in our study, normal gasification would yield H2/CO2 ratio below stoichiometric,
and thus requires CO2 removal for stoichiometry adjustment, Barbuzza et al. [47] added H2
through PtG method in order to avoid removal of excessive CO2. Martinez and Romano [49],
on the other hand, also used PtG to achieve hydrogasification, but maintained much lower
effective S/C ratio, compared to this study. While we pushed the WGS reaction forward for
higher H2 content (before methanation), they supplied the H2 externally, consequently
achieving similar CH4 yield.
Furthermore, a biomethane production plant presented in the literature review can be
compared here as well. GoBiGas [51] is possibly the most developed gasification, pilotscale, biomass to biomethane plant. Some operating parameters and results are included in
the table above. However, none of the published papers exactly specified all the parameters
that were used in this analysis. Still, overall process efficiency shows that the proposed SEG
process design has a high potential for better performance of biomethane production.
In general, the main advantage of an SEG for biomethane production is its simpler process
design, compared to more conventional PSA CO2 capture, and consequently higher, or on
par process efficiencies. This trend is consistent with all major biomass to biomethane
processes listed in the literature review. On the other hand, a major SEG pilot plant with
methanation section is yet to be constructed to validate these claims.

4.2.3 CaL process
CaL process model, implemented in this thesis, was originally developed by Hanak et al.
[25] for use in a simulation of coal fired power plant. The application in this thesis is slightly
different, as it is pre-combustion carbon capture, contrary to the post-combustion as in the
cited article. Furthermore, this study utilises biomass feedstock, as opposed to coal fuel used
originally. Nevertheless, results of the two process models can be compared for verification
purposes. Considering the aforementioned alterations, together with adjusted flowrate of
feedstock fuel (1 kg/s) and different carbon conversion (70 %), the comparison of relevant
values is shown in Table 4.10.
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Table 4.10: Comparison of CaL process results with literature.
Parameter

Feedstock flowrate,
kg/s
Sorbent
+
ash
recirculation, kg/sec
Sorbent
make-up,
kg/sec
Sorbent + ash purge,
kg/sec
CaO make-up/recycle
ratio
Carbon
capture
(gaseous) efficiency,
%

This
study

Reference
model [25]

1,0

This study –
coal (only for
verification
purposes)
1,0

53,77

Reference model [25] –
modified values (-30 % for
carbon conversion,1/53,77
for flowrate adjustment )
—

10,72

20,01

1462

19,03

0,55

0,72

55,3

0,72

0,32

0,55

40,1

0,52

0,03

0,03

0,03

—

90

90

0,885

—

Results are slightly dissimilar, but we must keep in mind that different feedstock fuels were
used and therefore different chemical composition of the materials. Differences are also
partly due to slightly different operating parameters. The proposed model was also tested
with coal, as used in the referenced article, and much closer results were obtained. Based on
this, we can draw a conclusion that the CaL process model was implemented correctly.
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4.3 Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis was performed on the developed process models to assess the response
to variation of key input parameters. Varied parameters included operating pressure,
temperature, steam to carbon (S/C) ratio, carbon capture efficiency, carbon conversion (CC),
and CaO sorbent make-up to recycle ratio (F0/FR). Results for H2 production process and
CH4 production process are presented in Chapters 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, respectively. Parametric
study only varied one specified parameter at a time, the rest was kept as in the base case
scenario. Process efficiencies are evaluated in terms of CGE, overall plant efficiency, and
overall plant efficiency with district heating. The benchmark efficiency should, however, be
the overall plant efficiency without district heating, as the latter is not realisable at all times
and at all locations.

4.3.1 H2 production process
Gasifier temperature
Operating temperature of the gasifier reactor can have a major impact on product stream
composition and process efficiency. As can be seen in Figure 4.1, increasing the temperature
from initial design point (650 °C) also increases the H2 content in the product stream. We
can also observe that H2 content increases on the account of CH4 decrease. This is aligned
with theory, which states that higher temperatures are favoured for higher H2 fractions.
Higher temperatures provide better thermodynamics and kinetics for break-up of
hydrocarbon molecules – CH4 being one of them. 750 °C was chosen to be the upper limit
of this sensitivity analysis, as we must consider the carbonation reaction taking place in the
same reactor. The latter has a thermodynamic equilibrium near this temperature and
increasing it beyond that effectively stops the carbonation reaction and therefore CO2
removal process. Consequently, increasing the temperature beyond 700 °C is not advised.
Moreover, only a minor increase in H2 content was recorded beyond that point.
H2 yield was found to correlate with H2 content in the product stream and reached just below
0,12 kg of H2 per kg of biomass. On the other hand, if we considered total product yield, not
shown in Figure 4.1, we would see decrease with temperature rise. This is due to the fact
that high CH4 content carries larger amount of heavier carbon (C) atoms and would thus
produce higher mass flowrate. As the goal of this thesis is to assess the H2 production, only
this is presented in the chart.
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Figure 4.1: Effect of temperature variation on product stream composition and H2 yield.

Figure 4.2 shows process efficiencies at various temperatures. In general, we can see
increase in both CGE and overall plant efficiencies, which is due to the better heat
integration. Higher temperatures represent higher energy potentials for heat regeneration,
while being more favourable for H2 production. A slight increase in total efficiency with
district heating can be noticed at the lowest tested temperature. This is most likely due to the
process not being designed to operate in this region, therefore deviating from expected range.
Again, increasing the temperature above 700 °C may work in the simulation, but it is not
advisable for real life processes, consequently, efficiency gains are only indicative.
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Figure 4.2: Effect of temperature variation on H2 production process efficiencies.

Gasifier pressure
Operating pressure of the gasifier can greatly influence the product stream composition and
H2 yield. Results shown in Figure 4.3 confirm the theoretical basis that hydrogen production
favours lower pressures. The highest content and yield of H2 was obtained at 1 bar, whereas
increasing the pressure mainly increased CH4 production.
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Figure 4.3: Effect of pressure variation on product composition and H2 yield.
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CGE and overall process efficiency increased with pressure increase, as shown in Figure 4.4.
As seen above, higher pressures yield higher CH4 content that carries a significant amount
of carbon atoms that would otherwise synthesise into CO2. As a result, less CO2 is required
to be captured and consequently less sorbent to be regenerated, thus lowering efficiency
penalty of carbon capture. We must bear in mind that higher CH4 content may cause the
product to be out of targeted specifications. On the other hand, we notice decrease in process
efficiency with district heating at higher pressures. The reason is that heat utilised for district
heating mainly comes from cooling of various process streams, which can contain high
amounts of steam. As the process shifts into different operating design point, the
aforementioned steam content may change and decrease the amount of heat available for
recuperation.
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Figure 4.4: Effect of pressure variation on H2 production process efficiencies.

Steam to carbon ratio
Steam to carbon ratio (S/C) is important for WGS reaction during the gasification process.
Only sufficient amount of steam will allow for the reaction to run forward and convert
majority of CO into CO2 and yield more H2. Effects of S/C ratio on product stream
composition are shown in Figure 4.5. Only minor changes in product stream composition
were recorded over a range of settings. This is probably also due to the way the WGS is
implemented in this model. WGS is modelled in RStoic reactor block and is governed by
fractional conversion of CO, not by actual reaction kinetics. These are only considered in
RGibbs reactor block. A higher fidelity model would most likely produce different and more
realistic correlation between S/C ratio and H2 yield.
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Figure 4.5: Effect of S/C ratio variation on product composition and H2 yield.

On the other hand, Figure 4.6 shows process efficiencies in relation to S/C ratio. CGE is
unaffected by S/C ratio variation because its value is in no way considered in CGE definition,
as per Eq. (3.9). Overall plant efficiency decreases with S/C ratio increase due to higher
consumption of energy for steam generation. On the other hand, when considering district
heating, the efficiency increases because heat from extra steam can be efficiently recuperated
into district heating network.
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Figure 4.6: Effect of S/C ratio variation on H2 production process efficiencies.
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Sorbent make-up to recirculation ratio
CaL process for carbon capture is based on CaO sorbent which loses its activity during
longer operations. The novelty of the SEG model developed during this thesis project is
incorporation of sorbent’s average activity calculation. Based on this, the amount of sorbent
to be purged and replaced by a fresh one can be determined. This parameter can also be
manipulated in terms of sorbent make-up to recirculation ratio (F0/FR). Parametric study
assessed the system response and the results are shown in Figure 4.7. While optimal CGE
was achieved at ratio of 0,05, the highest overall process efficiencies were recorded at initial
ratio of 0,03. Increasing the amount of fresh sorbent means that more energy is required to
first calcine it, as the sorbent is entering the system as CaCO3. Additionally, the calcination
process releases even more CO2 that needs to be compressed and pumped into storage. On
the other hand, decreasing the F0/FR ratio starts yielding lower efficiencies because the
carbonation process starts to run at inefficient rate. This means that the average activity of
the sorbent in the system is low, and high amounts of it need to be circulated to achieve equal
carbon capture results. Optimal ratio was therefore found to be the initial one, as it balances
the sorbent activity and efficiency penalty for sorbent calcination. Effects of F0/FR ratio on
the product stream composition were practically non-existent and are therefore not presented
here.
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Figure 4.7: Effect of F0/FR ratio on H2 production process efficiencies.
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Carbon conversion efficiency
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Carbon conversion efficiency is highly important to assess the ability of gasification system
to convert solid carbon (char), originating from biomass, into gaseous form. DFB reactors,
like the concept used in this project, can have high particle space velocities and consequently
not provide sufficient residence time for the fuel material to undergo complete gasification.
Simulation model developed for this thesis simplifies the fluidised bed to the level that
carbon conversion is set as input parameter. Parametric study assessed the effect of carbon
conversion on process performance and product composition. The latter is shown in Figure
4.8. As can be seen from the chart, higher carbon conversion mostly impacts the H2 yield
which increases by as much as ~10 %. On the other hand, product stream composition is not
greatly affected. The reason for slightly higher CH4 content is most likely due to unadjusted
S/C ratio. While the latter is maintained at the same design point, more CO is produced
during the process and the WGS reaction could benefit from higher steam presence. As the
equilibrium of WGS slightly decreases, more CH4 is ultimately produced.
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Figure 4.8: Effect of carbon conversion on product composition and H2 yield.

Overall process efficiency was found to increase with higher carbon conversion, as shown
in Figure 4.9. In contrast, CGE and overall plant efficiency with district heating decreased.
The reason for such results is in the fact that higher carbon conversion also means higher
CO2 production and removal, and with-it higher efficiency penalty. CGE decrease originates
mainly from its definition that includes natural gas consumption. The latter increases to
regenerate more sorbent used to capture more CO2. Overall plant efficiency increase, on the
other hand, increases most likely due to better utilisation of feedstock fuel, but not increasing
the S/C ratio. This, in turn, also causes decrease when considering district heating. As S/C
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is kept constant, larger part of it is consumed during WGS and consequently does not carry
over and with-it large amount of heat available for recuperation.
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Figure 4.9: Effect of carbon conversion on H2 production process efficiency.

Carbon capture efficiency
Carbon capture efficiency defines the amount of CO2 that is being removed from the syngas.
As can be seen from Figure 4.10, CO2 content in the product stream decreases as the carbon
capture efficiency is increased. This is important in regard to purity of produced H2 stream.
No effect whatsoever was recorded on H2 yield. These results are partly due to the process
model simplifications, as a higher fidelity model that would better incorporate reaction
kinetics, may produce slightly different results.
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Figure 4.10: Effect of carbon capture efficiency on product stream composition and H2 yield.

Process efficiencies decreased linearly as the carbon capture efficiency was increased, as
shown in Figure 4.11. This was expected, as efficiency penalty is always present for higher
CO2 removal. It is interesting to notice though, that going from 80 % to 98 % CO2 capture
efficiency, only around 2 %LHV efficiency penalty was estimated. This indicates that setting
the system for higher H2 purity would not impose considerably higher operating expenses.
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Figure 4.11: Effect of carbon capture efficiency on H2 production process efficiency.
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4.3.2 CH4 production process
Sensitivity analysis for CH4 production process produced similar trends in system’s
response. Although results and syngas composition are different due to different design
intent, the general findings are analogous. Consequently, only the most relevant and
interesting results are presented below.
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Figure 4.12 depicts syngas yield and composition in relation to gasification pressure.
Increasing the pressure increased CH4 content but decreased syngas yield. This is due to
molecular weight of the molecules that are carried in the gas and was already discussed in
H2 production process sensitivity analysis.
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Figure 4.12: Effect of pressure variation on syngas composition and yield.

Similarly, Figure 4.13 shows more favourable conditions for final product stream
composition as pressure increases. Higher CH4 content directly translates into higher CH4
yield. Much more interesting results were obtained during efficiency evaluation. As shown
in Figure 4.14, increasing the pressure increases the overall process efficiency by as much
as 2,5 %, going from 5 bar to 30 bar, respectively. This is the result of the fact that it is much
more efficient to compress solids and liquids rather than gases. Most of the benefits came
from reduction of power consumption of multi-stage syngas compressor. Moreover, higher
pressures are favoured for CH4 production, as the reaction kinetics drive the methanation
process forward.
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Figure 4.13: Effect of pressure variation on product composition and CH4 yield.
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Figure 4.14: Effect of pressure variation on CH4 production process efficiencies.
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Gasifier temperature
Temperature variation effects on syngas composition have already been discussed in H2
production process sensitivity analysis. Very similar results, in this regard, were obtained
for CH4 production process as well and are therefore not presented here. On the contrary,
interesting results were obtained during efficiency assessment. As shown in Figure 4.15, we
can see the efficiency increase as temperature increases, however, there is a slight change of
trend when increasing the temperature past 650 °C. This is even more pronounced when
observing overall process efficiency with district heating as it clearly decreases. The reason
for such results is the fact that the proposed process design was not intended to operate at
these parameters and cannot efficiently utilise the available energy potentials. Operating out
of designed range must consequently be avoided.
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Figure 4.15: Effect of temperature variation on CH4 production process efficiencies.

H2/CO2 ratio
Carbon capture efficiency is not relevant for CH4 production process, so design specification
was changed to H2/CO2 ratio. The amount of CO2 removed from the syngas was therefore
driven by this parameter. Figure 4.16 shows syngas composition and yield, after gasification
process. The H2/CO2 ratio variation in the selected range had only minor effects on syngas
composition. In contrast, syngas yield decreased slightly as the H2/CO2 ratio increased. This
is due to the fact that more CO2 was removed from the syngas. As stated before, CO2 has
much higher molecular weight compared to H2, therefore, even small variations of its
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fraction have significant effects. H2 molar content remained constant as its production is
independent from CO2 removal in this process model.
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Figure 4.16: Effect of H2/CO2 ratio variation on syngas composition and yield.

Effects of H2/CO2 ratio variation became much more pronounced after the methanation
process. As can be seen in Figure 4.17, higher H2/CO2 ratios mainly resulted in higher H2
content in the product stream. Consequently, CH4 yield decreased very slightly. Some CO2
is still present in the product gas, as the reaction was governed by 98 % CO2 conversion in
the methanation reactor. In general, lower H2/CO2 ratios yield more CH4 as its production is
based on this component. However, insufficient amounts of H2 would leave higher amounts
of undesired CO2 in the final product stream.
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Figure 4.17: Effect of H2/CO2 ratio variation on product composition and yield.

Figure 4.18 depicts process efficiencies in relation to H2/CO2 ratio. As can be seen, no major
effect was recorded on the entire range of tested values. This shows insignificance of
relatively minor change in H2/CO2 ratio.
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Figure 4.18: Effect of H2/CO2 ratio variation on CH4 production process efficiencies.
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5 Conclusions
This work dealt with a novel concept of enhanced sorption biomass gasification for
production of hydrogen and biomethane. Introduction presented the challenges of energy
and industrial sectors adapting to climate change policies, as well as possible solutions and
their trends. Based on the theoretical fundamentals and literature review, a process design
for calcium looping gasification was developed and the corresponding Aspen Plus® models
were built. A unique, product adjustable process specifications were considered in order to
be able to run the process for maximum H2 yield and content in product gas or adjust the
H2/CO2 ratio in the syngas for downstream methanation process. Dual fluidised bed reactor
concept was incorporated for SEG process which was based on CaO sorbent, also acting as
bed material. Although tar formation was neglected in this simplified model, CaO sorbent
deactivation was still considered and implemented to determine appropriate purge and makeup settings. In-situ sulphur removal was considered as well, also based on the CaO sorbent.
A downstream methanation section was implemented as a once-through, fixed bed,
methanation reactor, while Ni-based catalyst was assumed to be present. The methanation
performance was thus tuned accordingly to research reports from the literature review. The
entire process plant was built to maximise heat utilisation and recuperation with a simple
heat exchanger network, multiple HRSGs, and a district heating low-grade heat utilisation.
Finally, a process performance evaluation was detailed and performed to assess the
thermodynamic performance of the proposed process plant. Results were then compared to
some of the experimental-, numerical-, and pilot-plants’ results to evaluate advantages of the
proposed process designs this study. Additionally, a parametric sensitivity analysis was
carried out to measure system’s response to changes in operating conditions and to discover
possibly more optimal design points.
Overall process efficiency was found to be 67,3 %LHV and 79,0 %LHV for H2 and CH4
production, respectively. In comparison with alternative and/or similar H2 and CH4
production methods, the proposed process design was found to offer higher overall
efficiencies, higher product purities, and on par product yields.
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The H2 production setup yielded 0,112 kg H2/kg BM with purity over 96 mol. % and LHV
value of 78,76 MJ/kg, while CH4 production yielded 0,23 kg CH4/kg BM with purity over
95 mol. % and LHV value of 23,59 MJ/kg. These values confirm that energy density greatly
increases with gasification process, on top of transforming the biomass into more widely
applicable fuel.
In comparison with alternative processes, the H2 production process was found to be on par
and achieving higher H2 concentrations and yields. These were possibly slightly
overestimated due to simplifications in the process model. The CH4 production results were
found to be highly competitive, with similar CH4 concentrations and yields. Both processes
achieved similar or higher process efficiencies, compared to the selected studies.
CaL process for carbon capture was found to be a beneficial choice for an SEG. Both
production setups produced negligible amounts of NOx, SO2 and H2S content in the product
gas, successfully proving the multi-effectiveness of CaO sorbent. As biomass used in this
thesis does not contain substantial amounts of sulphur, sulphuric substances only formed in
limited quantities during gasification process, and even these low values were reduced by
CaO sorbent. This way, the need for additional desulphurisation unit was eliminated, thus
simplifying the process and potentially lowering its cost.
Sensitivity analysis confirmed existence of other more optimal design points that could
potentially increase the overall process efficiencies for a few percent points. Moreover, it
provided an overview on the operational range of the proposed process designs, and the
extent of possible parameter variation to still maintain sufficient process efficiencies and
product specifications. Temperature and pressure increase were found to positively affect
process efficiency. Higher temperatures were additionally found to be more favourable for
higher H2 yield, however, a limitation exists due to carbonation reaction. On the other hand,
higher pressure decreases H2 yield as it is more favourable for methanation reactions during
gasification process. These effects can be either looked-for or not, depending on the
operational mode of the plant. While S/C ratio increase had positive effects on product yield
and composition, it greatly affected (decreased) the process efficiency. Maintaining the
appropriate S/C ratio in the gasifier was thus found to be crucial for optimal operation.
To sum up, this work proposed a novel SEG process for H2 and bio-CH4 production, with
its main advantage being the ability to operate in two modes for different product gases.
Thermodynamic assessment proved the processes to be feasible and potentially superior to
alternative processes. Additionally, H2 and bio-CH4 obtained via this route have negative
carbon footprint due to biomass feedstock and an integrated CaL process.
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5.1 Recommendations for future work
As this work dealt mainly with the basic process concepts and their thermodynamic
performance, possible future research includes:
-

Development of high-fidelity process models in Aspen Plus® with less simplifications
and better reaction kinetics incorporation.
Experimental and/or pilot plant validation and subsequent calibration of said models.
Further optimisation of the proposed process designs.
Techno-economic analysis to determine operating costs and price of the produced H2 and
CH4.
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6 Uvod
6.1 Ozadje problema
Podnebne spremembe, ki so posledica emisij toplogrednih plinov, predvsem ogljikovega
dioksida (CO2), so nas privedle do točke, kjer moramo premisliti ne samo o načinih
transporta in proizvodnje elektrike, ampak tudi o različnih industrijskih procesih [1]. Meritve
kažejo, da se emisije CO2 še vedno povečujejo in, da je koncentracija tega toplogrednega
plina v Zemljini atmosferi nepovračljivo presegla mejo 400 ppm leta 2016, kot je prikazano
na sliki 6.1.

Slika 6.1: Globalna koncentracija atmosferskega CO2 v zadnjih petih letih. Rdeča črta prikazuje
mesečno povprečje, črna upošteva korekcijo letnih časov [2].

Uporaba vodika (H2) kot čistega energenta je bila v zadnjih letih promovirana in predmet
raziskav, vendar to le delno drži. Kot je poročala mednarodna agencija za energijo (IEA) leta
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2015, okoli 48 % svetovne proizvodnje H2 prihaja iz predelave zemeljskega plina s
postopkom reformiranja s paro [3]. Nadaljnjih ~30 % je stranski produkt naftnih rafinerij,
~18 % je pridobljenega iz premoga, preostanek pa je pridobljen z elektrolizo [3]. Ti podatki
kažejo, da uporaba H2 kot goriva še vedno povzroča enormne količine izpustov CO2 v
atmosfero. Pri uporabi vodika, ki je sicer čista na strani uporabnika, gre v večini primerov
pravzaprav za uporabo ne-obnovljivih, pretvorjenih fosilnih goriv. Prav tako je odvisnost
energetskih, industrijskih in transportnih sektorjev od uporabe zemeljskega plina še vedno
zelo visoka [4] in presega 3700 milijard kubičnih metrov na leto. Projekcije do leta 2040
kažejo na potencialno 60 % povečanje uporabe zemeljskega plina [5]. Uporaba naravnega
zemeljskega plina fosilnega izvora, bi se lahko vsaj delno zmanjšala z uporabo metana iz
bioloških izvorov.
Če želimo izpolniti dogovore iz Pariškega sporazuma [6], moramo razviti in uspešno uvesti
nove metode za proizvodnjo obnovljivega H2 in biometana. Tehnologije za zajem, uporabo
in skladiščenje CO2 so bile pri tem prepoznane kot ključne za doseganje zmanjšanja emisij
CO2 in omejitve globalnega dviga temperature na 2 °C [7]. Kadar te tehnologije uporabimo
na energetskih in procesnih sistemih, ki temeljijo na biomasi, lahko le-ti delujejo z
nevtralnim ali negativnim ogljičnim odtisom.

6.2 Motivacija
Slovenija je ena izmed najbolj gozdnatih držav v Evropi in na svetu, s skoraj 60 % površine
prekrite z gozdovi [8]. Takšno izobilje lesne biomase tako predstavlja očitno izbiro surovine
za proizvodnjo vodika in biometana. Zavedati se moramo, da lahko za masovne energetske
namene uporabljamo samo les slabše kakovosti. To vključuje poškodovani in drugorazredni
okrogli les, veje, gozdarske ostanke ipd. Drevesne komponente, ki so primerne za uporabo,
so prikazane na sliki 6.2.
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Slika 6.2: Shema drevesnih komponent [9].

Kvantitativno je bilo leta 2016 v Sloveniji na voljo 350 milijonov kubičnih metrov lesa.
Letna kapaciteta za posek je bila postavljena na 6,5 milijona m3 glede na Zakon o gozdovih
in podatke Zavoda za gozdove Slovenije. V obdobju 2009 – 2013 je bila teoretična ocena
nižje kakovostnega lesa 1.450.000 tsuho/leto, od tega ga je le okoli 32 % dejansko prišlo na
trg [10]. To nakazuje na ogromen dodatni potencial za uporabo lesne biomase v energetske
namene, kot je na primer proizvodnja vodika in biometana.

6.3 Cilji
Cilj te naloge je razvoj koncepta procesnega sistema za uplinjanje biomase z integriranim
zajemom CO2 za proizvodnjo vodika in biometana. Razvita bosta dva procesna modela, eden
za proizvodnjo H2 in drugi za proizvodnjo sintetičnega zemeljskega plina. Osnova obeh
modelov bo uplinjanje s kalcijevo zanko. Z vzdrževanjem primernih pogojev v reaktorju
bomo kontrolirali sestavo sinteznega plina tako, da bo, ali maksimiran delež H2 ali, da bo
razmerje H2/CO2 optimizirano na stohiometrično vrednost za sintezo metana (CH4). Slednje
bo izvedeno v dodatnem dolvodnem reaktorju. Glavni cilj je razvoj učinkovitega procesnega
sistema biomasa-plin.
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Specifični cilji te naloge so:
1. Izvedba pregleda literature na področju uplinjanja biomase s kalcijevo zanko za
proizvodnjo H2 in CH4.
2. Izvedba pregleda literature na področju procesov in tehnologij metanizacije.
3. Identifikacija najsodobnejših procesnih tehnologij za optimalni izkoristek procesov.
4. Razvoj konceptnih procesov in procesnih modelov v programu Aspen Plus®.
5. Ovrednotenje termodinamskih zmogljivosti predlaganih procesov.
6. Izvedba analize občutljivosti.
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V tem poglavju bo predstavljen obsežnejši povzetek vsebinskega dela magistrske naloge v
slovenskem jeziku. Vsebina bo zaobjela poglavja teoretičnih osnov, metodologije dela ter
rezultatov. Uvod in zaključki so samostojno prevedeni v celoti.
Uplinjanje je termo-kemični proces pretvorbe goriva. Glavni namen tega procesa je
pretvorba trdnih in/ali tekočih goriv v sintezni plin, ki ga lahko uporabljamo na različne
načine. Cilj uplinjanja je ohraniti oz. prenesti čim več kalorične vrednosti prvotnega goriva
na sintezni plin in pri tem porabiti čim manj toplote oz. le toliko, kot je potrebno da proces
poteka. To dosežemo tako, da v kontroliranem reaktorju za uplinjanje zagotovimo
primanjkljaj kisika (O2), da ne pride do popolnega zgorevanja [11, 12]. Poenostavljena
shema procesa uplinjanja je prikazana na sliki 7.1.

Slika 7.1: Poenostavljena shema procesa uplinjanja z nekaterimi možnimi aplikacijami.
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Pri procesu uplinjanja nastaja sintezni plin, ki ga sestavljajo pretežno ogljikov monoksid
(CO), vodik (H2), ogljikov dioksid (CO2) in metan (CH4) ter nekateri drugi ogljikovodiki.
Če razčlenimo proces uplinjanja delca biomase ali drugega materiala, ga lahko povzamemo
v naslednjih korakih. Najprej se izvršita piroliza in devolatilizacija, kjer material razpade v
oglje, pepel, in volatilne komponente, ki se izločijo iz trdnin. To so predvsem vodna para in
lahki ogljikovodiki. Ta proces zahteva temperature nad 500 °C. Sledi kreking hlapljivih
ogljikovodikov ter uplinjanje oglja. Pri slednjem prihaja do delnega zgorevanja in sproščanja
toplote, ki vsaj delno pokriva energijske potrebe iz prvega koraka. Sledita še vodno-plinska
reakcija in delna metanizacija [11–13, 15]. Reakcije so popisane z enačbami (2.1) do (2.11).
Za uplinjanje poznamo več vrst reaktorjev. Za potrebe te magistrske naloge bomo
obravnavali zgolj dvojne reaktorje s fluidiziranim slojem, ker je ta tip najbolj primeren za
integracijo s procesom kalcijeve zanke. Slednji zagotavlja, da lahko sestavo sinteznega plina
kontroliramo tako, da je bogata s H2 ali pa primerna za nadaljnjo metanizacijo. Temu
integriranemu procesu pravimo sorpcijsko izboljšano uplinjanje. Osnovni princip delovanja
dvojnega reaktorja je prikazan na sliki 7.2 [13, 16].

Slika 7.2: Poenostavljena shema dvojnega reaktorja s fluidiziranim slojem [16].

O sorpcijsko izboljšanem uplinjanju govorimo torej kadar imamo hkrati v istem reaktorju še
zajem CO2, ki se vrši s pomočjo kalcijeve zanke. Reakcija med CaO sorpcijskim materialom
in CO2 je popisana z enačbo (2.12). Nekaj takšnih procesov je bilo že razvitih in so se
izkazali za uspešne. Poleg osnovnega namena odstranjevanja CO2 pa se je izkazalo, da ima
CaO tudi druge pozitivne učinke, kot so kreking katranov in odstranjevanje žveplovih spojin
[21, 28, 30, 31].
Pri snovanju koncepta procesa sorpcijsko izboljšanega uplinjanja smo uporabili princip
dvojnega reaktorja s fluidiziranim slojem ter integrirano kalcijevo zanko. Simulacijski
model je bil postavljen v programskem orodju Aspen Plus®, ki se je uveljavilo na tem
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področju. Program omogoča gradnjo procesnih sistemov na osnovi elementarnih procesnih
gradnikov, ki tvorijo sistem. Kot je prikazano na slikah 7.3 do 7.6, je procesni sistem
sestavljen iz več sekcij; sekcije za uplinjanje, sekcije kalcijeve zanke, sekcije za kompresijo
CO2 in sekcije za metanizacijo sinteznega plina.
Uplinjanje za proizvodnjo vodika se je vršilo pri tlaku 1 bar in temperaturi 650 °C. Pri
enakem tlaku, a pri temperaturi 900 °C je deloval tudi regenerator sorpcijskega materiala. V
obratovalnem načinu za proizvodnjo biometana je bil tlak v reaktorju za uplinjanje povišan
na 10 bar, medtem ko je v regeneratorju ostal nespremenjen zaradi bolj ugodnih reakcijskih
pogojev. Prav tako se ni spremenila temperatura nobenega od procesov. V reaktor je bila
dovajana tudi para pri 400 °C in 0,5 bar nad obratovalnim tlakom.

Slika 7.3: Procesni diagram uplinjalne sekcije.

Po uplinjanju se je izvršilo ločevanje trdnih delcev in plina v ciklonskem separatorju. Tako
se je proizvedeni plin preusmeril na nadaljnjo obdelavo, CaCO3 in neuplinjeno oglje pa sta
bila žgana v regeneratorju. Oglje je tako delovalo kot gorivo za delno pokritje energijskih
potreb, CaCO3 pa je razpadel nazaj v CaO. Dodatno sta bila v reaktor dovajana zemeljski
plin in kisik, tako da sta bila plinska produkta regeneracije zgolj para in CO2. Ponovno so
bile trdnine izločene iz plina s pomočjo ciklonskega separatorja in vodene nazaj v reaktor za
uplinjanje. Del CaO je bil skupaj s pepelom izvržen iz sistema ter nadomeščen s svežim,
neizrabljenim sorpcijskim materialom.
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Slika 7.4: Procesni diagram sekcije kalcijeve zanke.

Po uspešni kalcinaciji CaCO3 je bila para utekočinjena in ločena iz masnega toka, tako da je
v toku ostal več kot 95 mol. % CO2. Toplota, ki se je sprostila pri kondenzaciji pare je bila
rekuperirana nazaj v sistem. CO2 je bil nato še komprimiran, ohlajen in utekočinjen, ter tako
pripravljen za trajno hrambo.

Slika 7.5: Procesni diagram kompresorske sekcije za CO2.

Sintezni plin, ki je bil pred tem ločen od trdnin, je bil lahko glede na obratovalni režim v
različnih sestavah. Pri proizvodnji H2 je bilo potrebno iz plina ločiti le še vodno paro, pri
proizvodnji CH4 pa je bil plin za tem speljan še skozi metanizacijski reaktor z nasutim slojem
in enkratnim prehodom. Ta reaktor je obratoval pri tlaku 30 bar in temperaturi 300 °C, kar
ob predpostavljeni prisotnosti nikljevega katalizatorja predstavlja optimalne pogoje.
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Slika 7.6: Procesni diagram sekcije za metanizacijo.

Rezultati simulacij proizvodnje vodika so prikazani v preglednici 7.1. Hkrati so za
primerjavo vključeni tudi rezultati nekaj drugih podobnih procesov za pridobivanje H2 z
uplinjanjem. Kot je razvidno iz tabele je bila skupna učinkovitost procesa izračunana pri
67,3 %LHV, pridelava vodika pa je znašala 0,112 kg H2/kg BM. V tabeli so prikazane tudi
kurilne vrednosti biomase in pridelanega vodika, ki nakazujejo na štirikratno povečanje
kurilne vrednosti oz. specifične gostote energije. Pri primerjavi z ostalimi raziskavami
opazimo, da so bili verjetno najbolj zanimivi rezultati dobljeni v študiji, ki so jo izvedli
Schweitzer et al. [39, 40]. Za svoje pilotno postrojenje so postavili tudi validiran numerični
model, ki je pokazal podobno hladno-plinsko učinkovitost (CGE) kot naša raziskava. Velike
razlike se sicer pokažejo pri sestavi sinteznega plina, tudi v primerjavi z ostalimi študijami,
kar nakazuje na potencialno nekalibriran model. Po drugi strani je bilo razmerje CaO/C v
naši raziskavi mnogo višje, kar ima zagotovo lahko pozitivne učinke na močnejše
odstranjevanje CO2.
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Preglednica 7.1: Rezultati simulacije proizvodnje H2 in primerjava zmogljivosti.
Parameter
Tip reaktorja
Temperatura, °C
Tlak, °C
Razmerje pare in ogljika,
mol/mol
Razmerje CaO/C, mol/mol
Opombe
𝜂𝐶𝐶 , %
𝐶𝐺𝐸𝐿𝐻𝑉 , %
𝜂𝑡ℎ,1 , % (LHV)
H2, mol. %
CO2, mol. %
CO, mol. %
CH4, mol. %
SO2, mol. %
H2S, mol. %
Drugi plini, mol. %
H2 pridelava, kgH2/kgBM
LHVbiomasa, MJ/kg
HHVbiomasa, MJ/kg
LHVH2, MJ/kg
HHVH2, MJ/kg

Ta raziskava

Schweitzer et
al. [39, 40]

DFB
650
1,05

DFB
660
1,013

Udomsirichakorn et al.
[41]
BFB
650
1,013

1,8

1,5

1,8

1,7

>10

N/A
Pilotno &
simulacija.
Dodatni PSA
v simulaciji
N/A
70
43,7
68,8
8,3
7,8
12,4
N/A
N/A
2,7
0,05
16,9
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

1

Eksperiment

Eksperiment

N/A
N/A
N/A
78
4,5
6,3
11
N/A
N/A
0,2
0,04
N/A
18,7
N/A
N/A

55,6
N/A
N/A
57
7
12
16
N/A
N/A
8
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Simulacija
70,0
69,1
67,3
96,8
2,0
0,4
0,8
0,0
0,0
0,1
0,112
20,22
21,52
78,76
93,02

Han et
al.[42]
BFB
684
1,013

Podobno kot za proizvodnjo vodika, so rezultati proizvodnje biometana predstavljeni
preglednici 7.2. Skupna učinkovitost procesa je bila izračunana pri 79,0 %LHV, pridelava
biometana pa je znašala 0,23 kg CH4/kg BM. V primerjavi z ostalimi študijami smo dosegli
primerljive hladno-plinske učinkovitosti, ter boljše celotne učinkovitosti procesa. Prav tako
so bile dosežene koncentracije CH4 primerljive z ostalimi raziskavami. Razhajanja v
pridelavi CH4 so najverjetneje posledica različnih konceptov procesov in dovajanja
dodatnega vodika v dveh primerih, kar je efektivno povečalo pridelavo metana.
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Preglednica 7.2: Rezultati simulacije proizvodnje CH4 in primerjava zmogljivosti.
Parameter
Tip reaktorja
Temperatura, °C
Tlak, °C
Razmerje pare in ogljika,
mol/mol
Razmerje CaO/C, mol/mol

Opombe

𝜂𝐶𝐶 , %
𝐶𝐺𝐸𝐿𝐻𝑉 , %
𝜂𝑡ℎ,1 , % (LHV)
H2, mol. %
CO2, mol. %
CO, mol. %
CH4, mol. %
SO2, mol. %
H2S, mol. %
Drugi plini, mol. %
CH4 pridelava, kgCH4/kgBM
LHVbiomasa, MJ/kg
HHVbiomasa, MJ/kg
LHVbiometan, MJ/kg
HHVbiometan, MJ/kg

DFB
650
1,05

Barbuzza et al.
[47] – basic
process
N/A
300
30

Martínez &
Romano
[49]
DFB
645
1,15

GoBiGas
project [51,
52]
DFB
870
1

1,8

N/A

0,42*

N/A

>10

N/A

N/A

Simulacija

Simulacija,
uplinjanje z
vodikom, ni SEG
proces

70,0
76,8
79,0
3,2
0,0
1,2
95,3
0,0
0,0
0,3
0,23
20,22
21,52
48,38
53,77

N/A
N/A
69,84
1,3
5,7
13,6
79,1
N/A
N/A
0,01
0,63
19,26
N/A
N/A
38,88

4,96
Simulacija,
SEG, PtG,
*razmerje
pare in
biomase
(masna
osnova)
N/A
67,8
41,2
1,2
0,3
0,0
98,09
N/A
N/A
0,42
0,24
19,09
N/A
49,45
N/A

Ta
raziskava

Pilotno, ni
SEG

54
71,7
57,7
2,3
0,1
N/A
97,1
N/A
N/A
0,5
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Podrobnejšega povzetka analize občutljivosti tukaj ne bo, zaradi prevelike odvisnosti od
grafične vsebine. Glavne ugotovitve celotnih rezultatov so predstavljene v zaključkih.
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8 Zaključki
V delu smo obravnavali koncept izboljšanega sorpcijskega uplinjanja biomase (BM) za
proizvodnjo vodika in biometana. V uvodu smo predstavili izzive energetskih in
industrijskih sektorjev pri prilagajanju na politiko podnebnih sprememb ter možne rešitve in
njihove trende. Na podlagi teoretičnih osnov in pregleda literature smo razvili proces za
uplinjanje s kalcijevo zanko ter zgradili pripadajoč simulacijski model z orodjem Aspen
Plus®. Upoštevali smo produktno prilagodljive procesne specifikacije, z namenom, da je
proces proizvajal maksimalno količino H2 oz., da je bilo razmerje H2/CO2 v sinteznem plinu
prilagojeno za dolvodno metanizacijo. Za izboljšano sorpcijsko uplinjanje smo uvedli
koncept dvojnega reaktorja s fluidiziranim slojem, ki je osnovan na CaO sorpcijskem
materialu. Čeprav smo tvorjenje katrana v simulaciji zanemarili zaradi poenostavitve
modela, smo upoštevali deaktivacijo sorpcijskega materiala in implementirali izračun za
določitev nastavitev njegovega izmeta in nadomestka. Prav tako smo v simulaciji
implementirali in-situ odstranjevanje žveplovih spojin, ki ravno tako temelji na CaO
materialu. Implementirali smo dolvodno sekcijo za metanizacijo, ki je bila izvedena kot
metanizacijski reaktor z nasutim slojem in enkratnim prehodom plina ter nikljevim
katalizatorjem, katerega prisotnost je bila le predpostavljena. Zmogljivost metanizacije smo
zato kalibrirali glede na podatke iz literature. Izvedbo celotnega procesnega postrojenja smo
izdelali za čim večjo izrabo in rekuperacijo toplote z enostavnim omrežjem prenosnikov
toplote, več generatorji pare in ponorom toplote v omrežje daljinskega ogrevanja. Določili
in izvedli smo postopek ovrednotenja procesnih zmogljivosti s stališča termodinamskih
učinkovitosti predlaganih procesov. Rezultate smo nato primerjali z rezultati
eksperimentalnih, pilotnih in numeričnih testov drugih postrojenj, da smo ocenili prednosti
konceptnih procesov iz tega dela. Prav tako smo izdelali analizo občutljivosti in s tem
izmerili odziv sistema na spremembe ključnih procesnih parametrov ter poiskali dodatne
možne izboljšave in bolj optimalne obratovalne točke.
Pri proizvodnji H2 smo izračunali skupno učinkovitost procesa pri 67,3 %LHV ter 79,0 %LHV
pri proizvodnji CH4. V primerjavi z alternativnimi in/ali podobnimi procesi za proizvodnjo
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vodika in biometana dosegajo procesi, razviti v tem delu, primerljive ali višje učinkovitosti,
višje koncentracije produktnega plina ter primerljive količinske pridelave.
Pridelava vodika je znašala 0,112 kg H2/kg BM s čistostjo prek 96 mol.%. Nižjo kurilno
vrednost z vodikom bogatega sinteznega smo izračunali pri 78,76 MJ/kg. Pridelava
biometana je znašala 0,23 kg CH4/kg BM s čistostjo nad 95 mol.%, ter nižjo kurilno
vrednostjo izračunano pri 23,59 MJ/kg. Te vrednosti potrjujejo dejstvo, da se specifična
energijska vrednost danega energenta močno poviša pri procesu uplinjanja in transformaciji
iz biomase v širše uporabno obliko goriva.
Ugotovili smo, da je proces proizvodnje H2, razvit v okviru raziskave, primerljiv z
alternativni procesi ter dosega višje koncentracije H2 in višjo specifično pridelavo.
Izračunane vrednosti so najverjetneje rahlo precenjene zaradi poenostavitev procesnega
modela. Rezultati simulacij za proizvodnjo CH4 so prav tako zelo konkurenčni drugim
procesom in dosegajo podobne koncentracije CH4 in specifično pridelavo. Oba procesa oz.
obratovalna režima dosegata primerljive ali višje procesne učinkovitosti glede na izbrane
primerjane raziskave, kot je bilo prikazano v preglednicah 7.1 in 7.2.
Za proces kalcijeve zanke za zajem CO2 smo ugotovili, da ima več pozitivnih vplivov na
sorpcijsko izboljšano uplinjanje. Pri simulacijah obratovanja v obeh režimih nismo zaznali
pomembnih vsebnosti NOx, SO2 ali H2S v produktnem plinu, ter uspešno dokazali
efektivnost CaO sorpcijskega materiala. Ker biomasa uporabljena v tej nalogi ni vsebovala
veliko žvepla, se tudi žveplove spojine niso tvorile v velikih količinah. Te nizke vrednosti
pa so bile še zmanjšane na račun CaO sorpcijskega materiala. Na ta način smo eliminirali
potrebo po dodatni razžvepljevalni enoti in s tem poenostavili proces ter mu potencialno
znižali ceno.
Pri analizi občutljivosti smo ugotovili in potrdili obstoj nekaterih drugih, bolj optimalnih
obratovalnih točk, ki lahko potencialno še povišajo skupno učinkovitost procesnega
postrojenja za nekaj dodatnih odstotnih točk. Pri tem smo pridobili tudi pomemben pregled
nad obratovalnim območjem predlaganih procesov in obseg možnih sprememb obratovalnih
parametrov, da pri tem še vedno vzdržujemo zadovoljive učinkovitosti in specifikacije
produktnih plinov. Ugotovili smo, da povišanje temperature in tlaka pozitivno vplivata na
skupno učinkovitost procesa. Za višje temperature smo ugotovili tudi, da so bolj ugodne za
višje koncentracije H2, vendar pa obstaja omejitev zaradi procesa karbonizacije CaO.
Ugotovili smo tudi, da višji tlaki znižujejo koncentracijo H2, ker so bolj ugodni za proces
metanizacije med samim uplinjanjem. Efekti višjih temperatur in nižjih tlakov so tako
zaželeni pri proizvodnji H2, efekti obratnih nastavitev parametrov pa pri proizvodnji CH4.
Pri povišanju razmerja pare in ogljika v reaktorju za uplinjanje smo opazili pozitivne efekte
na pridelavo in sestavo produktov, vendar pa je ta sprememba močno negativno vplivala na
skupno učinkovitost procesa. Ugotovili smo, da je vzdrževanje primernega razmerja pare in
ogljika v uplinjalnem reaktorju zelo pomembno za optimalno obratovanje sistema.
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V delu smo razvili nov proces izboljšanega sorpcijskega uplinjanja za proizvodnjo H2 in
CH4. Glavna prednost razvitega procesa je zmožnost obratovanja v dveh režimih za
pridobivanje različnih plinov. Pri termodinamskem ovrednotenju procesa smo ugotovili, da
je izvedljiv in potencialno boljši od alternativnih procesov. Poleg tega imata vodik in
biometan, pridelana po tej metodi, negativen ogljični odtis, ker sta proizvedena iz biomase,
v proces pa je integrirana kalcijeva zanka za zajem CO2.

8.1 Priporočila za nadaljnje delo
V okviru te naloge smo se ukvarjali zgolj z osnovnim konceptom procesov in njihovimi
termodinamskimi zmogljivostmi. Področja za nadaljnje delo obsegajo:
-

Razvoj visoko kakovostnih procesnih modelov z orodjem Aspen Plus®, z manj
poenostavitvami in močnejšim upoštevanjem kinetike reakcij.
Eksperimentalna in/ali pilotna validacija in kalibracija omenjenih modelov.
Nadaljnja optimizacija procesov.
Tehno-ekonomska analiza za določitev obratovalnih stroškov in cene proizvedenega
H2 in CH4.
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